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A USER ORIENTED COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF MICROWAVE MIXERS
This report describes a user oriented computer program for analyzing micro-
wave and millimeter-wave miners. The program can be used for mixers with a single
Schotft-barrier diode whose I-V and C-V characteristics are I.own. The diode
mount is assumed lossless but may have external loads at any number of sideband
a
and LO harmonic frequencies.
The program first performs a nonlinear analysis to determine the diode conduct-
ance and capacitance waveforms produced by the local oscillator. A small-signal linear
analysis is then used to find the conversion loss, port impedances, and input noise tem-
perature of the miner. In the noise analysis thermal noise from the series resistance
of the diode and shot noise from the periodically pumped current in the diode conductance
are considered.
Examples are given, including a study of the effects of the series inductance and
diode capacitance on the performance of some simple mixer circuits using (i) a conven-
tional Schottky diode, (ii) a Schottky diode in which there is no capacitance variation,
and (iii) a Mott diode. It is shown that the parametric effects of the voltage depen-
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As a result of recent work on the theory of microwave and millimeter--wave
mixers [ 1, 2],  it is now possible to predict their performance with reasonable ac-
curacy. The purpose of this report is to make available a user oriented computer
program for determining the performance of single-diode mixers. The relevant mixer
theory is reviewed and the implementation of the Fortran code described. To illustrate
the operation of the program a study of the performance of three simple mixers is
presented. These are: an ideal Schottky-diode mixer in which the junction capacitance
has the usual voltage dependence, a Schottky-diode mixer in which the junction cap^ci-
tance is assumed independent of voltage, and a Mott-diode mixer for which the junction
capacitance is an experimentally determined function of applied voltage.
The mixer analysis is carried out in three parts. First, the diode conductance
and capacitance waveforms produced by the local oscillator are determined using a non-
linear circuit analysis. Next, a linear small-signal analysis is used to find the input
and output impedances and the conversion loss between the mixer ports. Finally, the
shot and thermal noise contributions from the diode are determined.
The most difficult step in analyzing a mixer is finding the diode waveforms pro-
duced by the local oscillator. In earlier work by Torrey and Whitmer [3 ] and others,
a sinusoidal driving voltage across the diode junction was assumed, with the implication
g
that the harmonics of the local oscillator were short circuited. Fleri and Cohen [ 4]
used a numerical integration algorithm to obtain the voltage waveforms for a diode with
nonlinear conductance and capacitance in a simple lumped element embedding network.
However this method cannot be used if the embedding circuit contains distributed ele-




balance technique, was able to consider arbitrary embedding impedances, but conver-
gencewas difficult to achieve when more than three local oscillator harmonics were
considered. In another approach, developed by Gwarek [ 6] , the embedding network
E.i
is represented as a simple lumped element circuit in series with a string of voltage
sources one at each harmonic of the local oscillator. The amplitudes and phases of
these generators are adjusted to keep the apparent terminal impedance of the circuit 	 o I
equal to that of the actual embedding network. Although the scheme works well for
many mixers, it is strongly dependent on the guessed values of the lumped circuit ele-
ments and does not converge for all embedding impedances. A final technique,based on
an earlier one developed in our laboratory [ 7 1, solves the nonlinear problem as a
series of reflections between the diode and embedding network. The algorithm operate
in the time domain when considering the diode and in the frequency domain when dealing
with the embedding network. Although this multiple reflection technique often requires
more time than Gwarek's method, solutions have been obtained for all the mixer circuits
we have tried and no initial guesses are required. As a result this method is used in the
large-signal section of the mixer analysis program described in this report.
The small-signal analysis follows that of Held and Kerr [ I] which is an exten-
sion of the original theory of frequency conversion put forward by Torrey and Vfttmer
[3 ] . The small-signal properties of the mixer are derived from a knowledge of the
large-signal waveforms at the diode terminals and the impedance of the embedding
network.
i
In analyzing the noise properties of a mixer it is important to take into account
the partial correlation of the periodically varying shot noise at the various sideband fre-
quencies. Following earlier work by Strutt [8], van der Ziel [9], Kim [10],
A
T {
Dra.gone [11] , and Milir* [12] ; the theory of noise in Schottky diode mixers was inves-
tigated by Held and Derr [I] and put into a" form suitable for computer analysis. This
noise theory is used in the computer program presented'in this report.
The mixer analysis program allows arbitrary embedding impedances at the
harmonics of the local oscillator and the sideband frequencies, and any Schottky diode
can by
 used. The diode series resistance includes a frequency dependent component
due to skin effect. The program cannot handle diodes with voltage dependent series
resistance or in which charge storage effects are significant, i. e. it is assumed that
the carrier recombination time is small compared with the period°of the local oscillator.
In all vmses the diode mount is assumed lossless and reciprocal. The run time for the
program as listed in Appendix 1 is 32 seconds on an IBM 360/95 computer.
3






2. Outline of the Necessary Theory
}
i	 The parameters most often used to characterize the small signal performance of
j
a mixer are: the conversion loss between the sigTal and intermediate frequencies, the
a
input and output impedances, and the equivalent input noise temperature. These quanti-
ties can all be determined if the Fourier coefficients of the diode conductance and capa-
'	 '	 6
citance waveforms and the embedding impedance at each sideband frequency are known.
The first step in the analysis is therefore to determine the conductance and capacitance
waveforms produced at the diode by the local oscillator.
I
2.1 Solution of the Large-Signal Problem
The equivalent circuit of the mixer is shown in Fig. 1. Expressions for the
I	 i	 #
j	 ^	 I
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Fig. x: The equivalent circuit of the mixer.
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^c^ - cj dt
where
c  = c0 (1 - vd/ 0)- Y
The differential conductance is obtained from (1):
a = q/ 11 kT ,
and
+m
id(t) = ig` (t) + is (t) =	 X	 Z	 exp(jn w t)	 ld-n = Idn	 (7)J	 J	 n = - W
where ya p is the local oscillator frequency.
The conditions imposed on the steady state response of the mixer circuit by the
embedding network can more conveniently be expressed in the frequency domain. Re-
ferring to Fig. Y:
V 
n




I	 - . E G e( W p) + Rs ( cup) ]	 (8b)di
V d 0 - V0 -
I	 [ z e(0) + Rs (0)	 (8c)
d0
where V1 and V0 are the Thevenin equivalent LO and do voltages seen by the diode.




RSM = RS (de)' + Rskin	 (9)
where Rskin ( Ohms/ I z ) is a constant for a particular diode. The effects of diode
heating on the series resistance* will not be included in this report.
If (6) and (7) can be solved for v d(t) and id(t) then (1)-(5) can be used to find
ig_ (t), gj(t) and ci (t) which along with Z e(w) determine the small signal behavior of
J
the mixer. As mentioned in the introduction, a method of solution which works well for
a broad range of embedding impedances is the multiple reflection technique [7 ] which
is described below.
The circuit of Fig. I is modified by inserting a transmission line of arbitrary
characteristic impedance Z  between the diode and the embedding network as shown. in
Fig. 2. By making the trap
 mission line an integral number of wavelengths long at the
LO frequency, and hence at the harmonics of the LO, the steady-state waveforms in the
modified network will be the same as those in the original circuit. The desired voltages
and currents can then be obtained by alternately solving the two circuits shown in Fig. 3
in an iterative procedure.
Decker and Weinreb (see ref. [I]) have shown that the de series resistance of the
diode determined from a do Iog I-V plot includes a negative component due to heating
of the diode by the test signal. When the resistance is determined at microwave fre-
quencies this effect is no longer present and thus the deduced value of do resistance

























Fig. 2: The equivalent circuit of the mixer modified by the insertion of a long trans-
mission line of length m^ LO (m -) and characteristic impedance Z O. The
steady state vd(t) and id(t) of this circuit will be the same as in the circuit of
Fig. 1. V0
 and VI
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Fig. 3a The two circuits which must be solved iteratively to obtain the steady state
solution to the network of Fig. 2. The linear network (a) is analyzed in the
ir. equency domain while the nonlinear circuit (b) is solved in the time domain.
V  and VI are the Thevenin equivalent do and LO source voltages.
i
i
viitiauy a wave propagates along the transmission line towards the diode in
T'ig. 2. This wave contains voltaole components only at the local oscillator frequency
	
and dc. The initial do wave incident on the diode is
	 #
's	 Vi = V  Z /
0	 0
(Z	 + Z e(0) + RS ( 0 ) ) ,	 (10).
and the initial, incident wave at frequency w is
P:
Vi
 = V1 ZO/ (Z O + Z e( 1) + Rs (1)
tvhf;re. V O and V1 are the Thevenin equivalent do and LO source voltages seen by the
diode and Z e(n) :represents the embedding network impedance at harmonic n (frequency
n bap) of the local oscillator.
After the steady state has beeax reached between the. transmission line and the
diode, the wave reflected from the diode contains components at all harmonies of the
local osc l.la.tor. Denoting the incident and reflected voltages at frequency n w p by
we have at the diode:Vi
 and Vr 
n	 n
V 	 = Vi	+ Vr 	(12)
^	 n	 n	 n





Vdn and Id are the Fourier coefficients of the diode voltage and current as given
 
in (6) and (7). They can be determined by solving the state equation of the network in
Fig. 3b in the time domain and then performing a Fourier analysis. Inspection of
Fig. 3b yields the state equation:
dvd(t)	 `vs (t) - vd(t)
dt	 - (	 Z	 - ig (t) ! c (t)	 (14)
Q	 1
Note that vs (t) = V6 + Vl on the first cycle.
Equation (14) can be solved for vd(t), and then id(t), Vd and Id	can be
n	 n
found using (6) and (7). Now (12) and (13) can be used to determine V 
n
The wave represented by Vr travels back towards the embedding network where it is 	 b
n
reflected and a new wave is launched towards the diode. The amplitude of this newly





Ze(n) + Rs(n) -- Zp
.	 pn	 Ze(II) + R ( 11) + 2p	 (17)
and is
V'	 _ p V	 (18)
In	 n a n
The wave now incident on the diode is the sum of the reflected wave g1ven in (18) and
	 {
that of the previous reflection cycle, i. e. Vi	Vi	 pn Vr	At the diode a
n	 n	 n
new state equation can be written and solved to obtain the voltage and current in the time
E domain. The Fourier coefficients can be calculated and the wave reflected from the diode
found from (15) and (16). The nr-w incident wave is again determined using (18) and the
3
cycle is repeated until the voltages and currents at the two ends of the transmission line 	 d
are equal., that is (referring to Fig. 2);













_ ! Ze(n) + Rs(n) j , far n > 1 .
	 (21)
	
I Id I	 ! Ie
	
n	 n
In practice perfect convergence will not be achieved in a finite time. However,
a convergence parameter can be formed to indicate when the waveforms at the two ends
of the transmission line are sufficiently close to one another to merit halting the itera-
tion procedure:
j.:
	8 (n) = [ (Vd
	Id ) / I Z e(n) + Ps (n) I - 1 , for n >1..	 (22)
n n
The solution is considered to have converged when 8 (n) s e for all n > 1, where e
is an arbitrarily set limit.
2.2 Small-Signal Analysis
2.2.1 Frequency and Subscript Notation.
If a mixer is pumped at frequency wp and has an intermediate frequency w ,
the only small--signals which can produce an IF response are at the sideband frequencies








For n < I the sideband frequencies are seen to be negative. A brief comment on the
meaning of these negative frequency terms is given in the footnote.
Saleh's fiequency notation leads to a considerable simplification of the mixer
theory. Using this notation all upper sideband frequencies (w + n I wp) are con-
si.dered positive, while all .lower sideband frequencies (w (, - n wp) are negative.
The sideband frequency index n is used as a subscript with the various electrical quan-
0"
	
	 titles and fence the upper sideband, intermediate, and lower sideband frequencies are:
w +x = w 0 + wp
, 
W O , and w_, = w o - wp ; and V+Z , V0 and V-Z represent
voltages at these frequencies.
2.2.2 Small-Signal Conversion Matrix
Using the sideband notation described in the previous section let by and 6V
denote the vectors of the small--signal sideband currents (61
 ) and voltages (6Vn) at the




&I - C..., 811 2, 6107 SI	
t
Electrical quantities are frequently described by a single complex quantity associated
with some frequency, assumed positive. For example, a voltage of frequency w may
be described simply by its complex half amplitude V, implying an instantaneous volt-
age v(t) = V ej wt + V* e-J wt . It is gust as meaningful to work with a negative fre-
quency (- w) and the conjugate of the complex half-amplitude (V*), provided the conven-
tion is clearly understood. Impedances and admittances are then simply the conjugates




6V = ... , 8V13, 8V0$ 8V-11 .. . t	 (25)
n+	 N
Torrey and wnitmer [ 3] have shown that 61 and 6V are related aria a conversion ad-
mittance matrix Y defined by
iVN N
61 = Y 6V	 (26)
N
If the row and column numbering of the square matrix Y correspond with the sideband
w
numbering, Y can be written out as
...	 Y11	 Y10	 Y1-1	 ...
N
Y	




with element values given by [3 ] :
Ymn = Gm^n + j(w0 + m U) ) CP xn-n
17
Gm_n and Cm-XI are the (m--n) th Fourier coefficients of the diode conductance and









c^(t) -	 Cn exp Jnwp t] C




and Cm-n are given by:
( T/2





_n =	 ej(t) exp G -j (m-n) wp t] dt :	 (32)
T
where the integration is taken over one period T of the local. oscillator.
The matrix Y can be regarded as the admittance matrix of a mul.tifrequency
	
{
multiport network, as shown in Fig. 4, in which there is one port for every sideband
	
frequency wn. If the embedding impedances Z e	 and diode series resistance Rs
n	 n
corresponding to the sideband frequencies w  are now connected in parallel with the
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Fig. 4. The small signal representation of the mixer as a inultifrequency linear multi--
port network. The voltage and current 8 V n and 61  are the small--signal com-
ponents at frequency (w 0 + m trip) at the intrinsic diode. Each port represents
one sideband frequency. The conversion matrix Y is the admittance matrix of
the intrinsic diode. The augmented network includes all the sideband embedding
impedances Z e	 and is characterized by the augmented admittance matrix
M
Y'. 811 is the equivalent signal current generator which is connected at port Z
during normal mixer operation, the other ports being open circuited. During the
noise analysis equivalent shot and thermal noise current sources 8IS 	 and 6IT
m	 m










bV = Z ST'	 (36)
where
Z'	 ( Y' ) 	 (37)
N
The impedance matrix Z' enables us to calculate the conversion loss and the input and
output impedances of the mixer and is also needed in computing the noise temperature.
2.2.3 'Mixer Port Impedances
The impedance Zm of any port of the intrinsic diode (see Fig. 4) can be found
by open circuiting the corresponding embedding impedance Z e
 and then farmingthe
In
Z' matrix defined by (36). The desired port impedance is given by the man-th element
N
of the newly formed Z' matrix:
m	 mm, C	 (38)
N
where the subscript m indicates that Z' has been formed with Z 	 open circuited.
xn
The corresponding mixer input impedance seen by the embedding circuit includes the














0^ m + Rs
	(40)
Throughout the remainder of this report it will be assumed that the IF load im-
pedance Z e
 is conjugate-matched to the IF output impedance of the mixer, thereby
0
minimizing the conversion loss. Once the mixer performance with matched IF is
F
t	 known it is a simple matter to calculate the performance with any other IF termination.
a
The value of the conjugate--matched IF load impedance is, using (40),
•	 f
Ze0	 ZIFaut	
(Z00, CO	 Rs0)	 = Z fl0, CO	
Rs0	
(41)
where Z00,	is the center element of the Z' matrix with Z e = p . Rather than
0
reforming the Z' matrix each time an input impedance is calculated, the intrinsic
diode port impedance Z m
 can be found from (referring to Fig. 4):
Lr.4Y
	Z 	 = (Z e	+ Rs ) 1^ Zm
	(`l2)
Tn	 m
where Z'	 is the mm-th element of the mixer impedance matrix formed with the IF
load impedance conjugate-matched to the IF output impedance. The corresponding
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The conversion loss from sideband j to sideband i in a mixer is
power available from the signal. source at sideband u l
Lij	 C converted power from the signal source, delivered to J
the load at sideband w.
I
Consider for the moment only the intrinsic diode shown in Fig. 4. The power available
from impedance (Z e + RS ) at the j--th sideband is
J	 J
Pavailable .	 g 1 6IJ 1 2 Re [ Ze ^- Rs ] .
J	 J
The power delivered to a load impedance (Z e. + Rs
 ) at sideband i is, using (36)
	
I	 I
^ ZI 2j^	 61!	 Ree[Ze. +Rs.^I	 I
Pdelivered
	
Re C S Vi biTi	 =	
1 Z	








Dividing (44) by (45) gives the conversion loss L! j of the intrinsic diode:
2	 2
I Z	 +R 1	 Iz	 + R
Payailable 
_ L, =	 ei	 5i	
e^	
sJ	 .
Pdelivered	 rJ	 4 Z j 1 2 Re [ Z e + Rs	 e	 s] Re [zZ	 + R ]0	 J	 J 
0
c To find the conversion loss of the actual mixers the additional loss in the series
resistance at the input and output frequencies must be included. This is accounted for
by two terms:





= Re [ z	 + R ] / Re [ Z ]	 (47)Power available from Z e + Rs	ej	 sj	 ej
J	 J
Power delivered to Z e + Rs
lei	 Power delivered to Z 1	 = Re [ Z e + Rs ] / Re [ Z e ]	 (48)
ei	 i	 a
Multiplying Ki and Kj by L! gives the expression for the lass of the mixer in convert-
Ij
ing from sideband j to sideband is
.	 ^	
IIZ e + R
	 1z 
	
+ R s , 12
L. j K. Kj U. _	 T	 r r	 1	 7 	 (48)
	




where ZL is the ij th element of the impedance matrix Z of the augmented network, as
a .,	 defined in (36).
23
(46)
BThe noise observed in a Schottky diode comes mainly from three sources,
(i) shat noise due to the statistical nature of the current flow across the depletion
layer, (ii) thermal noise due to the random motion of the charge carriers in the un-
depleted semiconductor material and (iii) noise due to lattice scattering, which occurs
in regions of high current density. At room temperature the noise contribution due to
lattice scattering is usually small enough to be approximated by a slight increase in the
temperature of the diode series resistance to TEq E 1, 21. ' 'In cryogenic mixers how-
ever, scattering noise may account for a more substantial part of the overall noise and
a more complex analysis than is performed here is required to take account of its par-
tially correlated components.
The equivalent circuit of the Schottky diode, including noise sources, is shown
in Fig. 5(a). Teq is the equivalent temperature of the series resistance and includes
the effects of lattice scattering and pump heating. k is 13oltzrnami's constant and q the
electronic charge. In Fig. 5(b) the thermal and shot noise are both represented as
equivalent current sources in parallel with the intrinsic diode. Sid, and $iS are the
mean-square values of the thermal and shat noise currents in the frequency range f to
f+ o f. These current sources can be regarded as generating a multitude of quasi-
sinusoidal frequency components, each with its own amplitude and phase. In the mul-
tifrequency multiport equivalent circuit of the miner, Fig. 4, the noise sources can be
included by connecting a noise current source at each sideband frequency to the appropri-











Fig. 5: (a) The equivalent circuit of the diode including noise sources. T Lq is
Lhe egpivalent Lemperature of the series resistance and tikes into account
plump heating and lattice scattering noise. (b) The equivalent circuit with
the thermal noise source bvT transform	 reed into a curr nt source bf- . The
sideband components of the noise sources are treaLed in the sannt* wily as
the equivalent small-signal current sources 6111 applied at the ports of the-





As seen by the intrinsic diode, the thermal noise current source in Fig. 5(b) is
4 k Teq Rs A f
s	 8iT	 ua 2	 (50)
Z e + Rs
r	 m	 m




 ) a As seen by the IF load Z e the equivalent thermal noise current
0	 0
source connected to the IF port of the augmented network is
—2
	 4 k Ted Rs0 pi:	 4 k T R.sO pf
j6i  -	 Z0 1 2 	 Z e	Rs 2	 {5x)
	
a	 o
Since the noise performance of the mixer is determined from the total noise power de-
livered to the IF goad Z e
	(51) ratifier than (50) must be used to account for IF noise
0
in the series resistance that is delivered to the IF load.
The mean square value of the shot noise current source in Fig. 5(b) is given by
the usual exTression:





The shot noise in a mixer arises from the current produced in the diode con-
ductance by the local oscillator and do bias. It can be considered as white (Gaussian) noise,
amplitude ihodulated by the LO waveform. Draggne [, 11I and Uhlir [12 ] have investigated
the properties of this modulated noise and shown that there is partial correlation between
the quasi--sinusoidal components at the various sideband frequencies. The correlated
components at these sidebands are down converted in the diode to the intermediate fre-
quency where they add vectorially.
Let 61,S 	 the quasi-sinusoidal component, at frequency w n , of the
n
periodically pumped shot noise current source in Fig. 5(b). Each of the sideband com-
ponents b IS is connected to the complete equivalent circuit of the mixer, Fig.
 4, at
n
the appropriate sideband port. We define 61'and SVS as the vectors of the input
shot noise currents and voltages at Lhe ports:
bI'	 = [... bI'	 61 ,	6I'	 ... ^tS	 S1 S0	 S
_1
and
8V  = [ ... 6V S  6VS 6V  t	 (53)
1	 0	 -1
°	 Using (36) the output noise voltage at the IF is
	
N	 etJ





where Z  is the zeroth or center row of the augmented impedance matrix Z s defined
in equation (36). It follows that







where t indicates the conjugate transpose of a matrix.
Taking the ensemble average* of (55) yields
	
bVS ' >	 z0 ( WIS &ZS) ZO	 r56)0
, ^I




hls*) . It can be shown that [I1 , [12^
m n
STS	 8It	 2 q	 _11 6Z	 (57)xia	 n
where Z
	
is the (ni-n) th tour ier coefficient 9f the diode conductance current- is
m-n
defined by
Taking the ensemble average is equivalent to considering a small but finite bandwidth
as must be used in any physical measurement. The firute bandwidth contains a multi-




where the integration is taken over one LO cycle.
2.3.2 Therma.I Noise
Thermal noise generated in the diode series resistance has components which
are uncorrelated at the various sideband frequencies. Let 81 1T 	the quasi-n
sinusoidal component at sideband frequency ur n
 of the thermal noise current source in
Fig. 5(b), and let 5V	 be the sideband noise voltage produced by 8I°
	
The noiseTn	 Tn
voltage produced at the IF port of the augmt ted network (I'ig. 4) by the thermal noise
at all the sidebands can be found using equation (36):
4







where SzT = ^ .. , , 6P	 611 SIT	 SIT	 ...]	 is the vector 'of input thermal noiseI	 a	 --x
currents at the sideband ports of Fig. 4 and Z 0 is the center row of the augmented
impedance matrix Z t
 . From (60)
SVT 	SVT = Z, SIT	 ( ZO SzT) = Zo SIT 81T Z	 (61)
0	 a
Taping the ensemble average gives
(I svT 1 ) = Za	 SI( 6'T	 T) z0	 (62)0
The square matrix ( SzT &IT ) is the thermal noise current correlation matrix.
Since the thermal noise components at the various sideband frequencies are uncorre--
fated the elements (81 1T 	) = 0 unless m = n, i. e. the matrix is diagonal.
m n











2	 m ^ 0	 (63a)
m	 xn	 1z e + Rs
m.	 m
CB Z 	 *





) ^	 m =T 0 sz T 0	 1z	 R




(SIB,	 SIB, }	 0 , m	 n	 (63c)	 .
2.3.3 Total Mixer Noise
The total output noise voltage of the mixer is obtained by combining the. the;.-
Mal and shot noise components. From (56) and (62):
4,F




It follows that the noise power delivered to the matched IF load Z 




PO = ( I VN
0 
12 ) Re [ Ze 
0 





The equivalent input noise temperature TM of the mixer is the temperature to
which the signal source conductance must be heated to give the same output noise from
it noiseless but otherwise identical mixer as the actual mixer would produce when its
signal source conductance was maintained at absolute zero temperature. Thus,
TM Q PO LOI / k A  .	 (66)
y
132




 ^2) 1Z  + RS I2
T	 -	 1	 1	 (67)M	 Q pf ZQx ] 2 Re [ Ze
where Z 01 is an element of the augmented impedance matrix V defined in (36).
TM
 is the single-sideband input noise temperature of the mixer, meaning that
all the noise of the mixer is attributed to a hypothetical source at the signal frequency.
It is related to the single sideband noise figure by:
When describing the performance of a mixer whose physical input port is coupled
to both the signal and image frequencies, it is more convenient to talk in terms of a
double-sideband noise temperature TDB TDSL is the temperature to which the
signal and image source conductances must be heated to give the same output noise
from a noiseless but otherwise identical mixer as the actual mixer would produce when
its signal and image source conductances were maintained at absolute zero temperature.
	 "a











2.4 Swnmary of Mixer Theory
The performance of a mixer can be characterized by its conversion loss and
equivalent input noise temperature. These quantities depend on the large-signal wave-
forms at the diode and on the embedding impedances of the mixer at the small--signal
sideband frequencies. The diode waveforms can be found using the multiple reflection
technique described in section 2.1. Once a steady state solution has been obtained, the
Fourier coefficients of the conductance and capacitance waveforms can be extracted and
used to find the conversion admittance matrix which relates the small-signal sideband
currents and voltages of the intrinsic diode. An augmented admittance matrix can then
be formed, which describes the multiport network consisting of the intrinsic diode, the
diode series resistance, and the sideband embedding impedances. The inverse of this
matrix is the augmented impedance matrix Z 1 , whose elements are used to calculate
the conversion loss at the various sideband frequencies and the input impedances of the
mixer ports. It is assumed throughout that the IF load impedance is conjugate--matched
to the IF output impedance.
6a
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In the noise analysis, two components are considered: shot noise in the junc-
tion, and thermal noise in the series resistance. These are represented by equivalent
noise current sources in parallel with the intrinsic diode. The periodically varying
shot noise has correlated components, while the thermal noise does not. Correlation
matrices are formed and evaluated for both shot and thermal noise sources. The shot
noise correlation matrix has elements related to the Fourier coefficients of the large-
signal diode conductance current, while the thermal noise correlation matrix depends
upon the embedding impedances at the sideband frequencies. The two matrices to-
gether yield the total output noise voltage from which the equivalent input noise tem-
perature of the mixer can be calculated. The analysis is complete at this point.
2.4.1 Comment on the Effect of the Number of Frequencies Considered
In transforming these procedures into a workable computer program there is a
practical limit on the number of harmonics of the local oscillator which can be used.
This means that the small-signal admittance matrix Y will be truncated above some
finite harmonic number, which is equivalent to short circuiting the intrinsic diode at all
higher sideband frequencies. In the nonlinear analysis the restriction on the number of
harmonics is equivalent to terminating the intrinsic diode in an impedance Z, ) , the char-
acteristic impedance of the hypothetical transmission line, at all higher frequencies.
As long as the number of harmonics considered is not too small this approximation is a
reasonable one.
In the next section the computer program based on this analysis is described.
~1
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3. Description of the Mixer Analysis Program
,
	
`	 Using the theory given in the previous sections, a user oriented computer pro-
gram was written which can readily accommodate a variety of mixer problems.
The program requires as inputs (i) the embedding impedances seen by the diode
at each harmonic of the local oscillator and at the harmonic sidebands, (ii) the diode
	
'	 characteristics, including an arbitrary capacitance--voltage dependence, and (iii) the





	 current, pump and 'intermediate frequencies, and the equivalent diode temperature.
Other variables which can be input to change specific programs. operations will be dLs-
	
- r	 cussed later in this section.
The output includes (i) the large signal current and voltage waveforms at the
	
C	 diode, (ii) the Fourier coefficients of the diode conductance and capacitance, (iii) the
conversion loss between every pair of sideband frequencies, (iv) the IF output imped-
ance, (v) the input impedance at each sideband, and (vi) the equivalent single-sideband
	




The remainder of this section explains the program in detai n and illustrates the
steps used for running it. A complete annotated listing of the program appears in
Appendix I and a general flowchart is given in Fig. 6. A list of the main program
variables and their counterparts in the theoi ; developed in parts one and two of this
	 i
report can be found in Fig. 7.
b	 ^	 i
3.1 Program hnplementation 	 .
The program begins with a call to subroutine LGSIG to do the nonlinear analysis 	
S
using the mwiltiple reflection method described in section. 2.1. The embedding network
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Fig. S:	 Chart illustrating the general flow of the mixer analysis program and the
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Fig. 7: Alphabetical list of the main variables used in the theory in this report, and
their counterparts in the mixer analysis program.
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impedances Z e(n) (ZER. + jZEI) and the sideband impedances Z 	 (ZEMBSB) are
m
input in the BLOCK DATA program or formed, up to the highest harmonic of the LO
(NH), assumed even, in subprogram ZEMMBED. The real and imaginary parts of the
embedding impedance Z e(n) at harmonic n become elements n of the arrays ZER
and ZEE The de term is considered separately. The embedding impedance Ze
m
at sideband m becomes, in the notation of section 2.2.1, array element
a
2H + 1 - m),m = 0, t1, ±2, ... - L of ZEMBSB. The diode series re-
sistance at each LO harmonic (RSLO) and at the sideband frequencies (RSSB) is also
formed in subprogram. ZEMBED using equation (9). The array element notation for
RSLO is the same as that used for ZER and ZEI, that is R s at harmonic n becomes
array element n of RSLO. Similarly, the notation used for RSSB is the same as that
NHof ZEMBSB, RS at sideband m becomes array element (	 + 1 -- m) of RSSB.
The reflection coefficients, (RHO) of the embedding network at the various LO
harmonics are found using (17) for a given value of the transmission line characteristic
impedance Z 0 (ZO). After initializing the incident voltage at the diode from (10) and
(11), the input data are printed through subroutine PRINTI.
The next step in the nonlinear analysis is to find the local, oscillator voltage
VI(VLO) at which the desired rectified diode current (IDBLAS) is obtained. An outer
Loop (JLO) is established which zeros in on the required LO voltage. To do this, ten
reflection cycles of the large signal analysis are run after which the do current
(IDCOS(I), the first Fourier coefficient of the total current in the diode) is compared
with the desired value IDBIAS, and VLO is appropriately changed. The loop continues
until the desired and calculated currents agree within a preset accuracy (IDCACC).
The time domain calculation of the .current and voltage at the diode is accom-










(14.) for the circuit of Fig. 3b using a Mume-Xutta aigoridun. . The problem is time
scaled so that the LO period is 2T seconds. Each LO cycle contains a fixed munber
of points (NPTS) mid DMGS is called separately to integrate ' the circuit equations
over each of the (NPTS- 1) intervals per LO cycle. Subroutine FCT, called by DRKGS,
supplies the state equation (1 41). The resulting values of the total, diode current id
(IGJ + ICJ), voltage vd (Y(1)), conductance gj (G J), and capacitance cj (C0') for
each point are stored in arrays. The integration loop is repeated NLO 'Umos to allow
a steady state to be reached and then the IMT SSP routine FORIT is used to find the
Fourier coefficients of the final voltage and current waveforms. At this point the volt-
ages reflected f-rum the diode at each LO harmonic can be found from (15) or (16) and
the new incident voltages determined front (17) and (18). The convergence of the solu-
tiou is cheeped using (22) and if more iterations are required (ZQFLAG / 0) the pro-
cedure is repeated from the beginning of the DRIMS integration. However, if the im-
pedances at both ends of the transmission line are equal within some fh%ed accuracy e
(ZQACC) at all harmonics of the LO above the :first, then the large signal analysis is
complete. The results of the last iteration are printed via subroutine PRINT2 and sub-
routine POWER is called to calculate and print the required LO power. * The Fourier
F -.
We have found that convergence of the nozilinear analysis can generally be made more rapid
if the embedding impedances at do and the LO frequency, Z e(0) and Z e(1), are artilically
set equal, to the characteristic impedance ZO of the hypothetical transmission line. Provi- ;:.
ded the LO and do bias sources are appropriately adjusted this has no effect on the steady-
state waveforms. In computing the LO power recraired to drive the mL%er (i. e. available
power from the LO source), the correct value of Z e(1) must be replaced and the LO source
voltage adjusted accordingly. It follows that-., in terms of the LO source voltage VL©, when
Z e(0) = Z 03 the LO power required to drive the actual mixer (with Z c(1) at its original
Ira III a) is:
VLO ( 2 	' R (1) + Z e(1) + Z 0	 zow-) 
2
PLO	 Slo e z e(1) ^ 	-	 Z 
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	 coefficients of the diode conductance and capacitance are now found using FORIT, after
having un.-time-scaled the frequency dependent terms. Finally, the diode conductance and
capacitance, total diode current, and voltage across the diode are plotted over one LO
{	 cycle using subroutine PLOT.
After the large--signal analysis is :finished subroutine SMSIG is called to perform
the small-signal analysis described in section 2.2. The Fourier coefficients of the diode
conductance and capacitance (GJCOS, GJSIN, CJCOS, CJSIN) obtained ill the large--signal
section are converted to complex form (FG, FC) and printed in subroutine PRINT3.
Calculation of the conversion loss matrix (S'LNIAT) and =input and output impedances
N
then begins by forming the small-signal admittance matrix Y (A in the program) of
equation (26) using (2S). The IF load impedance is open circuited at this stage and the
N
augmented admittance matrix of (33) Y' is formed in subroutine YPRIME by adding
( Z e
	 +R s )-x to the diagonal terns of Y (A). Y T (A) is inverted to obtainm m
Z' (A) using the IBM SSP routine NITNV (matrix inversion), slightly modified to
handle a complex. matrix; (CMINV). The IF output impedance (ZIFOUT) is the center
element Z'	 (A(NFID2Pl, NIID2P1)) of this niatvrix plus the diode sbries resistance Rs
0
(see eq. (40) .). If IF load impedance is set equal to the complex conjugate of ZIFOUT
and the augmented admittance matrix is again formed acid inverted to give 2 1 (A) for the
mixer Nvith a matched IF load. The elements of the conversion .loss matrix (LIJ) and
the input impedances at the sideband ports (ZIN) are then found using (43) and (49).
The noise analysis proceeds according to section 2.3 and begins with the forma-
tion of the shot noise correlation matrix ( 61 , al l	in subroutine CORREL, using
19	 S
(57). The equivalent input shot noise temperature (SHOT) referred to the signal port is




( 16VS0 2 ) as given by (56) and (57). The total mixer output noise voltage is found,
using subroutine TNOISE, by adding the shot noise correlation matrix to the thermal
noise correlation matrix given by (63) - see equation (64). Subroutine TMIX is then
'i
	 used to find the total equivalent input noise temperature (TM) at the signal port. The
thermal component (THERM) is found by subtracting the shot noise contribution (SHOT)
from the total noise temperature (TM). The results of the conversion loss and noise
Q
analyses are printed using subroutine PRINT4. This completes the program.
For a more detailed description of the operation of the program the reader is
referred to the comments in the program, listing and the general flow chart of Fig. 6.
3.2 Running the Mixer Analysis Program
A listing of the mixer analysis program in its simplest form appears in Appen-
dix I along with the output of a run. Using the IBM Fortran IV-H compiler, the execu-
tion time for this particular listing is 32 seconds on an IBM 360-95 computer. The
comments in the listing provide a step by step description of the Fortran coding and ex-
plain the meanings of the variables. To run the program the following information must
be supplied by the user via the BLOCK DATA subprogram:
(1) The embedding network impedances at the LO frequency and the higher harmonics
as real and imaginary parts (Z ER, ZEI) in Ohms.
(2) The sideband impedances in complex form(ZEMBSB)in Ohms, where sideband
4.
m corre
.aponds to array element (NH/2 + 1 - m) and there are NH+1 array
elements in all. Note that for all lower sidebands (m<O) the sideband frequency
is negative and the ZEMBSB(NH/2 + 1 - m) is therefore the conjugate of the







f^ (3) The LO frequency (FP) and the intermediate frequency (If) in Hertz.
1
(4) The do bias voltage across the diode (VDBIAS) in Volts.f
f	 (5) The desired rectified current (IDBIAS) in Amperes.
r`	 r
(G) The equivalent temperature of the diode series resistance (TEQ) in degrees R elvi n.
a
(7) The diode series resistance at do (RS) in Ohms.
(S) The diode skin resistance constant (R.SKIN) in Ohms/^H=.
(9) The reverse saturation current of the diode (IS) inAmperes.
(10) The diode contact potential O(PHI) in Volts.
(11) The diode capacitance at zero volts (CO) in farads.
(12) The diode capacitance law exponent Y (GAM).
(13) The diode I-V law exponent a ^
-L q/7lkT (ALP) in (Volts)-f.
The values of the remaining variables are somewhat arbitrary and have been
optimized for the example given in Appendix I. The following information may prove
. ;,.w
useffl in choosing values for these variables when running other examples.
The characteristic impedance ('20) of the hypothetical transmission line inserted
between the diode and the embedding network for the nonlinear analysis has a significant
effect on the number of reflection cycles required for convergence. Values near 200
Oluns result in a fairly rapid rate of convergence for the example in Appendix I and
also for the examples in section 4. X in which the embedding impedances above the first
	
P
harmonic are open circuited. However a lower value (50 Oluns) gave somewhat faster





_	 The initial value of the local oscillator voltage (VLO) and the initial increment
i
(VLOINC) used to zero in on the desired do rectified current can be chosen so as to i
avoid many time consuming loops in the large signal analysis. If, as in the examples i
I
in the next section, many runs are desired with only slight variations in the circuit
parameters VLO will change very little between each run and VLOINC should be made
r fairly small.	 ?
The number of LO cycles needed to reach a steady state (NLO) for the circuit
of Fig. 3b in the nonlinear analysis, need not be greater than one for the examples given
in this report (bear in mind that the solution will continue settling in successive reflec-
tion cycles) but some circuits may require additional settling time. NLO can be in-
creased by changing the appropriate statement in the BLOCK DATA routine.
If the do current reached after ten reflection cycles in the nonlinear analysis is
not sufficiently close to its ultimate value it may be necessary to increase the reflection
cycle number at which the LO voltage is adjusted. This is accomplished by changing
the program step which follows statement label 10 in subroutine LGSIG.
The results of any of the reflection cycles in the nonlinear analysis can be
printed by adjusting the parameter NPRINT in the BLOCK DATA subprogram which
causes results to be written out every NPRINT cycles. Upper limits on other program
loops such as the total number of allowed nonlinear analysis cycles (NITER) or VLO
Q
adjustments (NVLO) can be increased or decreased as desired by changing the variables
O	
appearing in the common block labelled LOOPS.
The local oscillator cycle was divided into 50 parts (51 points) in these examples
to yield a reasonable number of data points for plotting the diode current, voltage,
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capacitance and conductance waveforms and to avoid aliasing. * If the number of points
(NPTS, assumed odd) is altered some of the array dimensions must also be changed.
In subroutine LGSIG the variables V DDATA, IDDATA, IGJDAT, ICJDAT, CJDATA and
GJDATA all have dimension NPTS.
If other than eight harmonics of the local, oscillator are to be considered the
variable NH (assumed even) must be set to that number in the BLOCK DATA subpro-
gram. Also the following array dimensions must be changed in subroutines LGSIG,
SMSIG, FCT, and BLOCK DATA to the value NH, if they represent LO harmonics, or
to NIA + 1, if they refer to the sidebands:
ZER, ZEI, RSLO, AV, BV, ZEMB, RHO, VI, VR, DVR, ZQMAG and ZQPHA must be
dimensioned NH and ZEMBSB, RSSB, CJCOS, CJSIN, GJCOS, GJSIN, VDCOS, VDSIN,IDCOS,
IDSIN, A, COR, FG, PC, T, ZIN, XLMAT, GJMAG, GJPHA, CJMAG, CJPHA, WKI and WK2
must be dimensioned NH + 1. In addition certain print formats will also have to be
altered.
The relationship chosen to represent the variation of diode series resistance with
ft equenc:y due to the slain effect involves the determination of a constant (RSKIN) which
will be different for every diode. An increase in the resistance at 100 GHz. of 30% of
The sampling theorem indicates that if NH harmonics are considered, it should only be
necessary to consider 2 * NH + 1 points in the diode waveforms. This would be true if
the wave.L^ m.s produced by the Rouge-Kutta integration contained only NH harmonies.
However the integration solves the circuit of Fig. 3(b) quite faithfully and, because of
the exponential nonlinearity of the diode, har p--o-i above NH are present in the wave-
form. These are ignored in successive refLection cycles of the nonlinear analysis. If
only 2* NH + x points are considered in the waveforms, the phenomenon of aliasing
will occur, by which higher frequency components are "mixed" with harmonics of the





the dc value has been assumed in the example in Appendix I of this report. RSKIN
can be changed via the BLOCK DATA subprogram. A frequency dependent reactive
term may also be added to the diode series resistance by making RSKIN, RSSB, and
RSLO complex.
o It is also possible to use a different capacitance-voltage law for the diode than






4. Examples Using the Mixer Analysis Program: A Study of the Effects of the Series
Inductance and Diode Capacitance on Some Simple Mixer Circuits
In this section the mixer analysis program is used to s tudy the effects of the
series inductance and diode capacitance on the performance of the simple mixer circuits
	
f.	 shown in Figs. S and 9. The embedding networks were chosen to simulate mixers in
or which there is inductance due to the diode package or contact whisker. Higher. harmon-
ics are either short circuited outside the series inductance or open circuited as shown.
The mixererformance is investigated for three different diodes:p g ( )  Schot ky diode
with Y = 1/2, (ii) the same Schottky diode but without a voltage-dependent capacitance
(Y = 0), and (iii) a Mott diode with an experimentally determined capacitance-voltage
relationship (see Figs. 10 and 11). The program. in Appendix I was modified to allow
multiple	 h varying values fzp runs wit v ry g va u s o series inductance (LS) or diode capacitance (CO).
As these changes are typical, of the alterations which might be made by other users of the
i
program they are detailed in the next section.
g . I Program Alterations for Running the Examples in this Section
The main driver program was altered to allow repeated runs with different values
of diode capacitance CO or series inductance LS and ,to enable the results to be stol ed
on a disk file. The impedances at the LO harmonics and the sideband frequencies are
formed at the start of each new run in subroutine ZEMBED rather than inputting them
through the BLOCK DATA progr,.ma,and the diode series resistance is taken to be inde-
pendentof frequency. (RSKIN O). The capacitance-voltage relationship of the Matt ;diode
(Fig. 11) was determined from the doping profile* (Fig, 10) using a piece-wise linear
* The data on the doping profile of the Mott diode was supplied by M. V. Schneider of
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Holmdel, N. J.
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Fig. 8 : The equivalent circuit of a simple mixer. The filter passes all frequencies
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Fit-,. 10: Piecewise--linear approximation to the doping profile (donor concentration
vs. depth) for the Mott diode used in the examples. The data (dots) were
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Fig. 11:	 Piecewise--linea.3r approximation to the capacitance-voltage rel,^tionship of the
Mott diode whose doping profile appears in Fig. 10.	 The slope and 0 axis inter--
cept for each of the linear regions is supplied to the mixer analysis p2 ogram, for






approximation. The C-V dependence was incorporated into the program by defining an
internal function C(VD) whose value is the capacitance at a given diode voltage Y(1).
The function routine is handed the value of the diode voltage by subroutine FCT and a
search is conducted through a series of predefined voltage regions until the one in which
Y(1) lies, is found. Then, date for the slope and intercept of the C-V straight line ap-
proximation in that region is used to calculate the value of C(VD). Appendix II contains
Appendix H contains a list of the modifications which must be made to the program
in Appendix I to run each of the examples.
4.2 Computed Results and Discussion
The simple mixer circuits of Figs. 8 and 9 were analyzed with three different
diodes: a Ga As Schottky diode (including nonlinear capacitance), a Ga As Schottky
diode with constant capacitance, and a practical Ga As Mott diode. In each case the
diode was forward biased at 0.4 V and the LO level was adjusted to give a rectified
do current of 2.0 mA. The signal frequency (taken as the upper sideband) was 119 GHz
while the LO and intermediate frequencies were 115 GHz and 4 GHz respectively. The
conversion loss (upper sideband to IF), equivalent input nose temperature, and real
part of the IF output impedance were plotted as functions of the series inductance,
which was allowed to vary from 0.01 nH to 0.25 nH. These results are given in Ap-
pendix III, section A 111. 1. Note that skin effect was not taken into account in these
examples.
The effect of the junction capacitance on the mixer perfromance was then investi-
gated for the Schottky diode( with and without nonlinear capacitance) in the same two
circuits-Figs. 8 and 9. To isolate the effects of the diode capacitance and series in-
ductance, the series resistance was assumed constant at 4.4 Ohms. It should be noted
that this leads to some unrealistically high (and low) diode cutoff frequencies. CO
was varied from 1 to 20 fI for each of nine values of LS between 0. 04 and 0.2 iiH.
^Y
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Again the noise temperature, conversion loss and output impedance were plotted, this
time as functions of the junction capacitance for each value of LS (Appendix III,
Section A M. 2).
In Appendix III, sections A III. 1, the performance of the Schottky, Mott,and Y = 0
diode mixers operating wi th an LO frequency of 115 GHz and an IF of 4 GHz are com-
pared. It is assumed that each diode has a zero--bias capacitance (CO) of 11. S fF. No-
tice that the minimum noise temperature is achieved with the constant capacitance
diode; however this should not be assumed to be a general result, as will be demon-
strated below. Except for the Schottky diode with constant capacitance, the minima
in the noise temperature and conversion loss for each mixer circuit do not occur at
the same value of LS.
A broader view of the performance of these mixers is obtained from the graphs
in Section A M. 2, in which LS is held constant while CO is varied. In all cases the
effect of increasing series inductance is to sharpen the noise temperature and conver-
sion loss minima and shift them towards smaller values of CO. Better performance is
obtained for larger values of LS, with a corresponding increase in the IF output im-
pedance.
Amongst the results there are some points, particularly for low values of series
inductance, which appear to be randomly scattered. This is due to the fact that for low
values of the series inductance each increment in LS causes a large change in the reso-
nant frequency of the diode with the external circuit. If these resonances fail near har-
monies of the LO the diode waveforms can be strongly affected, and so can the embed-
ding impedance seen by the small-signal sidebands near these harmonics.





An interesting result of this analysis is that the parametric effects of the junction







In this report a user oriented computer program for the analysis of microwave
.
	
	 and millimeter-wave mixers has been presented. The necessary mixer theory was
briefly described and used as the basis of the mixer analysis program. The operation
of the program was discussed as well as some useful modifications.
As an example of the programs use, a study of the effects of the series induct-
ance and diode capacitance on the performance of two simple mixer circuits was under--P	 P	 P
i
taken. Three different diodes were used: a Schottky diode, a Schottky diode with no
capacitance variation, and a Mott diode.
The results show clear minima in the conversion loss and noise temperature as
the inductance and capacitance are varied. The parametric effects of the voltage depen-
dent diode capacitance are found to have either beneficial or detrimental effects on the
E
mixer performance, depending on the circuit and diode parameters.
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APPENDIX T
Listing and Sample Rini of the Mixer Analysis Program:
+: e
	
	 This program calculates the performance of a znier, given the embedding .
network impedances at the harmonics of the LO and the sidebaad frequencies. The
theory is. described in section 2 of this report and section 3 outlines the program op-
eration. The flow chart (Fig. 6) and table of variables (Fig. 7) may be found helpful
in understanding the workings. of the program and are repeated in this appendix for
& current at the diod4
the current through ti
diode conductauce,and
the diode capacitance,
over one LO cycle.
Return to DRIVER PROGRAM Mf)r>_1 In
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Prints the input varia-
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itance to mag.& phase
and prints them.
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with the load impedance
open circuited.
IBM SSP routine MINV
slightly modified to'
invert a complex ma--
trix,here the augmented
matrix Y' with a mat-
ched IF load.
lent input noise tem-
perature of the mixer
referred to the signal
port.At this time only




	 input noise tem-
9:,ntture referred to
, the signal port,in-
eluding both thermal
and shot noise con-
tributions.
Return to DRIVER PROGRAM
YPRIME
Forms the augmented
matrix Y' of the mixer




matrix X' of the mixer
with a matched IF load.
CORREL
Forms the shot noise
correlation matrix
using the Fourier coef-
ficient* of the diode
conductance current.
correlation matrix and








Chart illustrating the general flow of the mixer analysis




VARIABLE PROGRAM NAME VARIABLE PROGRAM NA41E
C0 Co Z' (0/0. Ir) A
^j CS Z' (matchad ir) A
Cm-n rC(n -n+I) Z0 (T. line Imp.) 20
Sj GJ ze (0) + Rn(do) ZEMBDC
Gm
-n rG (m-n+I) 2c (nwP) + Rg (nwp) ZE11IB
e InJ
ICJ Z. intoP) ZER +IZEI
Id IDCOS(n+I)-J IDSIN (n+l) 20 Z EAiBSB
n m
R
Id IGJ + ICJ Z ZIFOUT
bout
I91
IGJ Z'i A(NHb2P1 -I.NIiD2Pi J)
film
-n rG (m-n+l)/ALP Zin ZIN
1 5 Is Z;.m A(NHD2PI -m. NTIMPI-m)
k RDLTZ Zmm 
.'-
A(NHD2PI-m. NIID2PI-m)
LU L!J a ALP
is q QEL Y GAM
Rs Its 6 zQ- I
Ity fdcl Rs E ZgACC




Rssn 0 RHO is	 '
i Rskin RSiiIN PQ RHQDC
TN TEg d Pill
TA! TAI e e %VIF
{. V0 VDC P {VP
V I VLO (ats 615 > COR
Vd VDCOS (n+l) - JVDSIN ( n+I) ( 1p	 61-1) CDRn
vd Y(I) (^6VN 1 2 ) vsg0
a VI VIDC (!6V5 1 2 ) vsg0 0 
VI VI (n) - AV (n) - JBV (n) (16V 	 1 2 y VSgn 0
Vr VRDC or DVRDC dvd / dt DERY (i)0
Vr VR or DVR
Y A
Y' `
Alphabetical list of the main variables used
r	 ,.
in the theory in













C	 GODDARD INSTITUTE FOR SPACE STUDIES 9.
C	 NASA-GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1z.
C	 2882 BROADWAY 11.




C	 GENERAL INFORMATION 16.
C 17.
C	 THIS PF	 ;RAM ANALYZES MIXERS WITH A SINGLE SCHOTTKY'-BARRIER DIODE 18.
C	 WHOSE I-V AND C-V CHARACTERISTICS ARE KNOWN. ARBITRARY EMBEDDING 19.
C	 IMPEDANCES AT THE SIDEBAND AND LO HARMONIC FREQUENCIES ARE ALLOWED. 2H.
C	 THE DIODE MOUNT IS ASSUMED LOSSLESS AND RECIPROCAL. 21.
C 22.
C	 THE PROGRAM IS ORGANIZED INTO TWO MAIN SECTIONS. THE FIRST PER- 23.
C	 FORMS A NONLINEAR ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE DIODE WAVEFORMS PRO- 24.
C	 DUCED BY THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR. THE SECOND PERFORMS A SMALL-SIGNAL 25.
C	 AND NOISE ANALYSIS TO COMPUTE THE CONVERSION LOSS, PORT IMPEDANCES, 26.
C	 AND NOISE TEMPERATURE OF THE MIXER, 27.
C 28.
C	 THE NONLINEAR ANALYSIS IS BASED ON THE MULTIPLE RELECTION METHOD 29.
C	 (A.R.KERR,IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, 30.
C	 VOL.NETT-23,NO.IZ,PP.828-831,OCT.1975) 	 DEVELOPED EARLIER	 I-N OUR 31.
C	 LABORATORY, MODIFIED TO TAKE
	
INTO ACCOUNT THE NONLINEAR CAPACITANCE 32,
C	 OF THE	 DIODE. 33.
C 34.
C	 THE SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS	 IS BASED ON THAT OF D.N.HELD AND 35.




C	 PROGRAM NOTES 422.
C 41.
C	 TWO MAIN SUBROUTINES CONTROL THE ANALYSIS:	 LGSTG WHICH PERFORMS 42.
C	 THE NONLINEAR ANALYSIS ANO SMSIG WHICH COMPUTES THE SMALL-SIG- 43.
C	 NAL AND NOISE PROPERTIES OF THE MIXER. EACH OF THESE CALLS A NUM- 44.
C	 BER OF SECONDARY SUBROUTINES WHICH PERFORM SPECIFIC CALCULATIONS 45.
C	 OR CONTROL THE OUTPUTTING OF RESULTS. 46.
C	 DATA IS INPUT VIA THE BLOCK DATA SUBPROGRAM.	 THE FOLLOWING 47.
C	 INFORMATION MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER: 48.
C 49.
C	 1) THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCES AT THE LO FREQUENCY AND THE HIGHER 5k)'.
C	 HARMONICS AS REAL AND
	 IMAGINARY PARTS (ZER,ZEI) 	 IN OHMS. 51.




IN COMPLEX FORM (ZEMBSB)	 IN OHMS,WHERE 52.
C	 SIDEBAND M IS ARRAY ELEMENT (NH/2+1-M) AND THERE ARE NH+1 ARRAY 53.
C	 ELEMENTS IN ALL.NOTE THAT,BECAUSE ALL LOWER SIDEBANDS ARE TREATED 54.
C	 AS NEGATIVE FREQUENCIES,VALUES OF ZEMBSB FOR LOWER SIDEBANDS MUST 55.
C	 BE THE CONJUGATES OF THEIR USUAL POSITIVE FREQUENCY VALUES. 56.
C	 3) THE	 LO FREQUENCY (FP) AND THE	 INTERMEDIATE	 FREQUENCY	 (IF)	 IN HZ. 57.





C . : 5) THE DC BIAS VOLTAGE ACROSS THE.'DIODE (VDBIAS) 	 IN VOLTS, 59.
C 6) THE DIODE SERIES RESISTANCE AT DC (R5) IN OHMS. 6.0.
C 7) THE DIODE SKIN RESISTANCE CONSTANT (RSKIN) IN OHMS/SaRT(HZ). 6I.
C 8) THE DIODE EQUIVALENT TEMPERATURE (TEQ) IN DEGREES K. 62.
C 9) THE DIODE REVERSE SATURATION CURRENT (IS) IN AMPERES. 63.
C IZ) THE DIODE CAPACITANCE AT ZERO-VOLTS (CH) IN,FA .RADS. 64.
C 11) THE DIODE CONTACT POTENTIAL (PHI) IN VOLTS. 65.
C 12) THE DIODE CAPACITANCE LAW EXPONENT'(GAM). • 65.
' C 13) THE DIODE I -V LAW EXPONENT (ALP =Q/NKT) IN I/VOLTS. 57.
C 68,
C THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER VARIABLES WHICH MAY BE ADJUSTED TO.. 69.
C CONTROL THE OPERATION OF THE'PROGRAM. THEIR VALUES HAVE BEEN 7Z.
C OPTIMIZED FOR THE LISTING WHICH FOLLOWS AND MAY BE ALTERED 71.
' C WHEN THE PROGRAM IS USED FOR OTHER PROBLEMS. THESE VARAIBLES ARE: 72.
C 73.
C ACC:THE ACCURACY OF THE-RUNGE KUTTA INTEGRATION USED 10 SOLVE THE 74.
C S'T'ATE EQUATION OF THE DIODE NETWORK. 75.
C IDCACC:THE ACCURACY WITH WHICH THE DC CURRENT MUST APPROACH THE 76.
C DESIRED VALUE (IDBIAS). 77.
., C NLO:THE NUMBER OF LD CYCLES NEEDED TO REACH A STEADY STATE IN THE 78.
C NONLINEAR ANALYSIS ROUTINE.
	
SINCE SETTLING OCCURS IN SUCCESSIVE 79.
'A C. REFLECTION CYCLES NLO CAN USUALLY BE SET TO ONE. BS'.
, C NPRI,NT:T,HE NUMBER OF CYCLES BETWEEN PRINTOUTS OF THE 	 INTERMEDIATE 81.
C RESULTS IN THE NONLINEAR ANALYSIS. 82.
C NPTS:THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS+l INTO WHICH THE LO CYCLE 	 IS DIVIDED 83«
C FOR THE INTEGRATION AND STORAGE OF DATA POINTS. TO AVOID 84.
C. ALIASING NPTS SHOULD BE CHOSEN CONSIDERABLY LARGER THAN 86.
C (2*NH+1) THE VALUE REQUIRED BY THE SAMPLING THEOREM. 86.
C VLO:THE INITIAL VALUE OF THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR VOLTAGE. 87.
C VLOINC:THE	 INITIAL INCREMENT SIZE USED'TO ZERO IN ON THE DESIRED Be.
C DC RECTIFIED CURRENT (IDBIAS). 89.
C ZQACC: THE DEGREE OF CONVERGENCE OF THE FINAL SOLUTION IN THE NON- 9.0•.
•,	 f C LINEAR ANALYSIS. 91.
C ZZ:THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF THE HYPOTHETICAL TRANSMISSION 92.
C LINE INSERTED BETWEEN THE DIODE AND EMBEDDING NLTWORK. ZZ HAS A 93.
C SIGNIFIGANT EFFECT ON THE RATE. OF CONVERGENCE OF THE NONLINEAR 94.
C ANALYSIS. 95.
C 96. 
C .	 IF THE DC CURRENT REACHED AFTER TEN REFLECTION CYCLES IN THE 97.
C NONLINEAR ANALYSIS-IS NOT SUFFICIEN `T'LY CLOSE TO IDBIAS,THE CYCLE 98.
C NUMBER AT WHICH THE LO VOLTAGE IS ADJUSTED MUST BE'INCREASED. THIS 99.
C IS ACCOMPLISHED BY CHANGING THE STEP AFTER STATEMENT LABEL IZ IN lz2r._
C THE LGSIG ROUTINE. lzl.
C 1.a2 .
C THE USER MAY FIND IT NECESSARY TO ALTER OTHER PROGRAM VARIABLES 1931.
C FOR SPECIFIC PROBLEMS.	 FOR THIS REASON A LIST OF ALL THE VARIABLES 104.
C (EXCEPT THOSE INTERNAL TO THE IBM 1 SSP ROUTINES USED IN THE PROGRAM), 105.
C SUBROUTINES AND COMMON BLOCKS USED IN THE PROGRAM FOLLOWS. IZ61
C I Z7 .
C 1 D• 8 .
C LIST OF VARIABLES 1Z9.
C 11z.
C A: THE SMALL-SIGNAL AUGMENTED ADMITTANCE {Y') OR IMPEDANCE (Z`) Ill.
m C MATRIX OF THE MIXER. 112.
C ACC: THE INTEGRATION ACCURACY USED IN DRKGS. 113.
C ALP: THE DIODE I-V LAW EXPONENT (Q/NKT). 114.
C AUX :	DRKGS STORAGE ARRAY OF DIMENSION (8,NDIM). 115.
C AV: REAL PART OF THE VOLTAGE WAVE INCIDENT ON THE DIODE AT EACH 116.
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C	 HARMONIC. 117.
C	 BLANK: A NUMERIC USED FOR PLOTTING A BLANK. 118.
C	 BOLTZ:	 BOLTZMANN'S CONSTANT (1.38 E-23). 119.
C	 BV: IMAGINARY PART OF THE VOLTAGE WAVE INCIDENT ON THE DIODE AT 12.8.
C	 EACH LO HARMONIC. 121.
C	 CJ: FREQUENCY SCALED DIODE JUNCTION CAPACITANCE USED IN LGSIG. 122.
C	 CJCOS:	 FO'URIER COSINE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CAPACITANCE. 123.
C	 CJDATA: STORAGE ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIODE CAPACITANCE FOR EACH 124.
C	 OF THE NPTS POINTS IN THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR CYCLE. 125.
C	 CJMAG: THE MAGNITUDES OF THE FOURIER CAPACITANCE COEFFICIENTS. 126.
C	 CJPHA:	 PHASES OF THE FOURIER CAPACITANCE COEFFICIENTS (IN DEGREES). 127.
C	 CJPOS:	 POSITION OF CJ IN THE PLOT OF DIODE CAPACITANCE. 128.
C	 CJSIN:	 FOURIER SINE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CAPACITANCE. 129.
C	 COR: THE NOISE CURRENT CORRELATION MATRIX USED IN THE NOISE ANALYSIS. 13Z.
C	 CO: THE DIODE CAPACITANCE AT ZERO VOLTS (IN FARADS). 131.
C	 CZPOS:	 POSITION OF CS IN THE GRAPH OF THE DIODE CAPACITANCE. 132.
C	 DERY:	 INITIALLY THE RKGS ERROR PARAMETER AND LATER THE DERIVATIVE 133,
C	 IN THE NETWORK STATE EQUATION (DY(1)/DT). 134.
C	 DET: DETERMINANT OF THE A MATRIX AS RETURNED BY THE CMINV ROUTINE. 135.
C	 DOT: A NUMERIC USED FOR PLOTTING A DOT. 136.
C	 DVR:	 DIFFERENCE	 IN THE REFLECTED VOLTAGE BETWEE:3 TWO CYCLES. 137.
C	 DVRDC: DIFFERENCE	 IN'THE DC REFLECTED VOLTAGE BETWEEN TWO CYCLES. 138.
C	 FC: COMPLEX FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CAPACITANCE (HALF 139.
C	 AMPLITUDI_). 14Z.
C	 FG: COMPLEX FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE (HALF 141.
C	 AMPLITUDE). 142,
C	 FP: THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR OR PUMP FREQUENCY IN HERTZ. 143.
C	 GAM: THE DIODE CAPACITANCE EXPONENT. 144.
C	 GJ: THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE. 145.
C	 GJCOS:	 FOURIER COSINE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE. 146.
C	 GJDATA:	 STORAGE ARRAY CONTAINING THE VALUES OF THE DIODE 147.
C	 CONDUCTANCE FOR EACH OF THE NPTS POINTS IN THE LO CYCLE. 148.
C	 GJMAG: MAGNITUDES OF THE FOURIER CONDUCTANCE COEFFICIENTS. 149.
C	 GJPHA:	 PHASES OF THE FOURIER CONDUCTANCE COEFFICIENTS (IN DEGREES). 15z.
C	 GJSIN:	 FOURIER SINE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE. 151.
C	 I: A'CRAY ELEMENT OR COUNTING VARIABLE. 152.
C	 ICJ: THE CURRENT THROUGH THE DIODE CAPACITANCE. 153.
C	 ICJDAT:	 STORAGE A-.-RAY FOR ICJ AT EACH POINT IN THE LO CYCLE. 154.
C	 IDBIAS:	 DESIRED RtCTIFIED CURRENT AT WHICH THE MIXER IS TO BE 155.
C	 OPERATED	 (IN AMPS). 156.
C	 IDCACC: DESIRED ACCURACY OF THE CALCULATED DC CURRENT,MEASURED AS 157.
C	 THE MAXIMUM TOLERABLE DEVIATION FROM THE DESIRED DC CURRENT 158.
C	 ,IDBIAS. 159.
C	 IDCOS:	 FOURIER COSINE COEFFICIENT OF THE TOTAL DIODE CURRENT. 160.
C	 IDDATA:	 STORAGE ARRAY CONTAINING THE VALUES OF THE TOTAL DIODE 161.
C	 CURRENT FOR EACH OF THE NPTS POINTS IN THE LO CYCLE. 162.
C	 IDPOS:	 POSITION OF ID ON THE GRAPH OF TOTAL CURRENT IN THE DIODE. 163.
C	 IDSIN:
	 FOURIER SINE COEFFICIENT OF T4E TOTAL	 DIODE CURRENT. 164.
C	 IER: THE ERROR MESSAGE CODE OF SUBROUTINE DFORIT. 165.
C	 IF: THE
	 INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY 	 IN HERTZ. 166.
C	 IGJ: THE CURRENT THROUGH THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE. 167.
C	 ICJDAT: STORAGE ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE 168.
C	 CURRENT FOR EACH OF THE NPTS POINTS IN THE LO CYCLE. 159.
C	 IGJPOS:	 POSITION OF IGJ ON THE GRAPH OF DIODE CONDUCTANCE CURRENT. 170.
C	 IHLF:
	 DRKGS PARAMETER GIVING THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE 	 INTEGRATION 171.
C	 INTERVAL HAS BEEN HALVED OR DOUBLED. 172.
C	 IMZIN:	 IMAGINARY PART OF THE	 INPUT IMPEDANCE AT EACH SIDEBAND. 173.
C	 IS:	 DIODE	 SATURATION CURRENT	 (IN AMPS). 174.
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C	 ITER: LOOP REPRESENTING THE REFLECTION CYCLES IN THE NONLINEAR 175.
C	 ANALYSIS 176.
C	 IVLO: COUNTING VARIABLE USED TO SIGNAL THE END OF THE JLO LOOP. 177.
C	 J: ARRAY ELEMENT OR COUNTING VARIABLE. 178.
C	 JH: LOOP OVER THE LO HARMONICS. 179.
C	 JLO: LOOP OVER THE LO CYCLES OF INTEGRATION TO OBTAIN STEADY STATE. 18J0'..
C	 JPRINT: KEEPS TRACK OF THE CYCLES WHOSE RESULTS ARE TO BE PRINTED. 181.
C	 JPT: LOOP OVER THE INTERVALS FOR WHICH DRKGS WILL INTEGRATE:. 1B2.
C	 JVLO:	 LOCIP FOR ZEROING IN ON THE DESIRED RECTIFIED CURRENT (IDBIAS). 183.
C	 K: ARRAY ELEMENT OR COUNTING VARIABLE. 184.
C	 LIJ: CONVERSION LOSS FROM SIDEBAND J TO SIDEBAND I. 185.
C	 LOFLAG: A FLAG TO KEEP COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES VLO HAS BEEN 186.
C	 LOWERED TO TRY AND OBTAIN THE DESIRED RECTIFIED CURRENT. 187.
C	 LOPER: THI's REQUIRED LO POWER FOR A RECTIFIED CURRENT OF 	 IDBIAS. 199.
C	 LOVLO: THE LOWER BOUND OF THE VLO ADJUSTMENT DONE IN SUBROUTINE 189.
C	 AD-ILO. 199x.
C	 MAXID: MAXIMUM VALUE OF	 ID	 IN AN LO CYCLE (USED FOR PLOTTING). 191.
C	 MAXIGJ: MAXIMUM VALUE OF IGJ	 IN AN LO CYCLE-(USED FOR PLOTTING). 192.
C	 MAXCJ:	 MAXIMUM VALUE: OF CJ IN AN LO CYCLE
	
(USED FOR PLOTTING). 193.
C	 MAXVD: MAXIMUM VALUE OF VD IN AN LO CYCLE (USED FOR PLOTTING). 194.
C	 MINCJ: MINIMUM VALUE OF CJ
	 IN AN LO CYCLE (USED FOR PLOTTING). 195.
C	 NDIM: THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED BY DRKGS. 196.
C	 NH: TOTAL NUMBER OF LO HARMONICS CONSIDERED.IN  THE ANALYSIS. 197.
C	 NHARM: USED IN PRINTI AS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LO HARMONICS. 198.
C	 NHD2: THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LO HARMONICS DIVIDED BY TWO. 199.
C	 NHD2PI: THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LO HARMONICS DIVIDED BY TWO, 	 PLUS ONE. 2zz.
C	 NHPI: THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LO HARMONICS PLUS ONE (* OF SIDEBANDS). 2Z1.
C	 NHD2: THE NUMBER OF LO HARMONICS PLUS 2. 	 ' 202.
C	 NITER: TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED FOR ACHIEVING FULL CONVER- 2.0'3.
C	 GENCE AFTER THE DESIRED RECTIFIED CURRENT HAS BEEN OBTAINED. 2A'4.
C	 NLO: THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL OSCILLATOR CYCLES TO BE INTEGRATED 295.
C	 THROUGH IN ORDER TO REACH A STEADY STATE. 2Z6.
C	 NPRINT: CONTROLS THE REFLECTION CYCLE NUMBER AT WHICH.THE PRINTING 2,0'7.
C	 OF THE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS OCCURS. 290.
C	 NPTS: THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS + 1 OVER WHICH DRKGS INTEGRATES. 2.6x9.
C	 NSB: SIDEBAND TO WHICH THE EQUIVALENT NOISE TEMPERATURE OF THE 210.
C	 MIXER IS REFERRED TO IN SUBROUTINE TMIX. 211.
C	 NVLO: THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE LO VOLTAGE IS ALLOWED TO BE ADJUSTED. 212.
C	 PHI:	 DIODE CONTACT POTENTIAL (IN VOLTS). 213.
C	 PI: THE CONSTANT PI. 214.
C	 PRMT: ARRAY USED BY RKGS CONTAINING THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES: 215.
C	 PRMT(1): THE LOWER BOUND OF THE INTEGRATION INTERVAL. 216.
C	 PRMT(2): THE UPPER BOUND OF THE INTEGRATION INTERVAL. 217.
C	 PRMT(3): THE INITIAL INTEGRATION INTERVAL STEP SIZE: 218.
C	 PRMT(4): THE
	 INTEGRATION ACCURACY. 219.
C	 PRN1T(5): ALLOWS HALTING OF THE RKGS ROUTINE	 IF SET TO Z. 22Z.
C	 GEL: THE CHARGE OF THE ELECTRON (1.6 E-19 COULOMBS). 221.
C	 REZIN:
	 REAL PART OF THE.INPUT IMPEDANCE AT EACH SIDEBAND. 222.
C	 RHO: THE COMPLEX VOLTAGE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF THE EMBEDDING 223.
C	 NETWORK (INCLUDING RS) AT EACH LO HARMONIC. 224.
C	 RHODC: THE DC REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF THE EMBEDDING NETWORK (IN- 225.
C	 CLUDING RS). 226.
C	 RS: LOW FREQUENCY DIODE SERIES RESISTANCE MEASURED AT A HIGH ENOUGH 227.
C	 FREQUENCY THAT THERMAL EFFECTS ARE NEGLIGIBLE BUT SKIN EFFECTO 228.
C	 HAVE-NOT YET BECOME'. SIGNIFIGANT. 229.
C	 RSKIN: CONSTANT WHICH DETERMINES THE SKIN RESISTANCE FOR A 239.
C	 PARTICULAR DIODE,WHERE RS=RS+RSKIN*SQRT(F) AT FREQUENCY F. 231.
C	 RSLO: VALUES OF RS AT THE Lo HARMONICS. 232.
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C RSSB: VALUES OF RS AT THE S.IDEBAND FREQUENCIES.- 233.
C SHOT: THE SHOT NOISE CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL MIXER TEMPE1i."LURE. 234.
C STAR: A NUMERIC USED FOR PLOTTING AN AS'CERISK. 235,
C T:	 INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE IN THE MIXER TEMPERATURE CALCULATION. 235.
C TEO: THE EQUIVALENT TEMPERATURE OF THE DIODE SERIES RESISTANCE 237.
C INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF LATTICE SCATTERING AND LO HEATING. 288.
C THERM: THE THERMAi. NOISE CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL MIXER TEMPERATURE. 239.
C TM: THE TOTAL EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE TEMPERA'T'URE OF THE MIXER. 249.
C UPFLAG: A FLAG TO KEEP COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES VLO HAS BEEN 241.
C RAISED TO TRY AND GET THE.DESIRED RECTIFIED CURRENT IDBIAS. 242.
C UPVLO: THE UPPER BOUND OF VLO DURING ADJUSTMENTS DONE IN ADJLO. 243.
C V: T14E SUM OF THE INSTANTANEOUS SOURCE VOLTAGES AT ALL LO HARMONICS. 244.
C VDBIAS: THE DC BIAS VOLTAGE ACROSS THE DIODE AND SERIES RESISTANCE. 245.
C VDC: THE DC VOLTAGE SEEN BY THE DIODE. 246.
C VDCOS: FOURIER COSINE COEFFICIENTS OF THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE DIODE. 247.
C VDDATA: STORAGE ARRAY CONTAINING Y(1):THE VOLTACF ACROSS THE DICDE 248.
C AT EACH OF THE NPTS POINTS IN THE LO CYCLE. 249.
C VDINIT:	 INITIAL GUESS FOR THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE DIODE, 25E.
C VDPOS: POSITION OF VD ON THE GRAPH OF THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE DIODE. 251.
C VDSIN:
	
FOURIER SINE COEFFICIENT'S OF THE VOLTAGE ACS?^SS THE DIODE. 252.
C VI: COMPLEX VOLTAGE WAVE INCIDE14T ON THE DIODE AT EACH HARMONIC. 253.
C VIDC:	 DC VOLTAGE INCIDENT ON THE DIODE. 254.
C VLO: AMPLITUDE OF THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR VOLTAGE. 255.
C VLOINC: AMOUNT BY WHICH THE LO VOLTAGE IS INCREMENTED WHEN TRYING 256.
C TO OBTAIN THE DES"QED DC CURRENT IDBIAS. 257.
C VR: COMPLEX VOLTAGE WAVE REFLECTED FRAM THE DIODE AT EACH HARMONIC. 258.
C VRDC: DC VOLTAGE WAVE REFLECTED FROM THE DIODE AT EACH HARMONIC. 259.
C VSQ: MEAN SQUARE OUTPUT NOISE VOLTAGE. 26Z.
C VX :	INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE FOR THE COMPLEX VOLTAGE WAVEFORM. 261.
C VXDC:	 INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE FOR THE DC VOLTAGE WAVEFORM. 262.
C WIF:	 2*PI*INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY. 263.
C WKI: WORK SPACE USED IN THE MATRIX INVERSION ?OUTINE CMINV. 264.
C WK2: WORK SPACE USED IN THE MATRIX INVERSION RU9TINE CMINV. 265.
C WP:	 2 YP PI*PUMP
	 FREQUENCY. 266.
C X:	 THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE	 IN DRKGS	 (X=2*PI*FP*TIME). 267.
C XLMAT: THE CONVERSION LOSS MATRIX WHICH GIVES THE CONVERSION 268.
C LOSSES BETWEEN PAIRS OF SIDEBANDS. 269,
C Y: DRKGS VARIABLE TO BE FOUND (Y=VOLTAGE ACROSS THE DIODE WITHOUT 27Z.
C THE SERIES RESISTANCE). 271.
C YCPOS:	 USED FOR PLO'T'TING THE	 DIODE CAPACITANCE. 272.
C YGPOS: USED FOR PLOTTING THE CURRENT THROUGH THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE. 273.
C YIDPOS:
	 USED FOR PLOTTING THE TOTAL DIODE CURRENT. 274.
C YPT: A DO LOOP VARIABLE USED FOR PLOTTING POINTS ACROSS A PAGE. 275.
C YVDPOS: USED FOR PLOTTING THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE DIODE. 276.
C ZD: THE EFFECTIVE DIODE
	 IMPEDANCE AT EACH HARMONIC (VD/ID). 277.
C ZEI:	 IMAGINARY PART OF THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCE AT EACH LO HARMONIC. 278.
C ZEMS: COMPLEX EMBEDDING IMPEDANCE AT EACH LO HARMONIC INCLUDING 279.
C THE DIODE SERIES RESISTANCE. 289.
C ZEMBSB: THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCES AT THE SIDEBAND FREQUENCIES. 281.
C ZER: REAL PART OF THE EMBEDDING
	
IMPEDANCE AT EACH LO HARMONIC. 282.
C ZERO: A NUMERIC USED FOR PLOTTING AN 0. 283.
C ZIFOUT:	 IF PORT IMPEDANCE 	 INCLUDING THE DIODE SERIES RESISTANCE. 284.
C ZIN:	 INPUT IMPEDANCES AT THE SIDEBANDS INCLUDING THE DIODE 285.
C SERIES	 RESISTANCE.. 286.
C ZO:	 IMPEDANCE QUOTIENT (ZD/ZE) AT EACH HARMONIC (USED AS THE LARGE 287.
C SIGNAL CONVERGENCE PARAMETER). 2BB.
C ZQACC: DESIRED DEGREE OF CONVERGENCE MEASURED AS THE DEVIATION FROM 289.
C UNTIY OF (THE IMPEDANCE AT THE DIODE/EMBEDDING IMPEDANCE), 290.
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C ZQFLAG: THE !NUMBER OF HARMONICS WHICH HAVE NOT YET CONVERGED IN A 291,
C PARTICULAR CYCLE OF THE NONLINEAR ANALYSIS. 292.
C ZQMAG: MAGNITUDE OF TILE IMPEDANCE QUOTIENT (ZQ). 293.
C ZQPHA:	 PHASE OF THE IMPEDANCE QUOTIENT (ZQ)
	 IN DEGREES. 294.
C ZZ: CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF THE HYPOTHETICAL TRANSMISSION LINE 295.
C INSERTED BETWEEN THE DIODE AND THE EMBEDDING NETWORK. 296.
C 297,
C 298.
C LIST OF SUBROUTINES 299.
C 390.
C ADJLO:	 SUBROUTINE FOR ADJUSTING THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR VOLTAGE UNTIL 3a1.
C THE DC CURRENT IS CLOSE ENOUGH TO THE DESIRED VALUE,IDBIAS. 302..
C CMINV:	 IBM SSP PROGRAM SLIGHTLY MODIFIED TO INVERT A COMPLEX MATRIX. 303.
•	 C CORREL:	 SUBROUTINE FOR FORMING THE NOISE CORRELATION MATRI'. 3144.
C DFORIT: DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF AN IBM SSP PROGRAM WHICH 305.
C PERFORMS A FOURIER ANALYSIS ON A PERIODIC WAVEFORM. 306.
C DRKGS: AN IBM SSP PROGRAM WHICH SOLVES A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL. 397.
C EQUATIONS USING A RUNGE-KUTTA ALGORITHM. 308.
C FCT: SUBROUTINEJOR USE WITH DRKGS,CONTAINING THE NETWORK STATE 399.
C EQUATION. 310.
C LGSIG:	 CONTROL PROGRAM FOR THE LARGE--SIGNAL,NONLINEAR ANALYSIS. 311.
C OUTP: OUTPUT ROUTINE REQUIRED BY DRKGS BUT NOT USED IN THIS PROGRAM. 312.
C PLOT: SUBROUTINE FOR PLOTTING THE LARGE-SIGNAL DIODE WAVEFORMS. 313.
C POWER: CALCULATES THE LO POWER REQUIRED FOR THE ACTUAL MIXER. 314.
C PRINTI:
	 CONTROLS THE PRINTING OF
	 INITIAL VALUES. 315.
C PRINT2: CONTROLS THE PRINTING OF VARIABLES FOR A PARTICULAR CYCLE 316.
C OF THE NONLINEAR ANALYSIS. 317.
C PRINT3: WRITES THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE 318.
C AND CAPACITANCE. 319.
C PRINT4:	 PRINTS THE RESUI
	 THE SMALL-SIGNAL AND NOISE ANALYSIS. 329.
C SMSIG: CONTROL PROGRAM F
	 AE SMALL-SIGNAL AND NOISE ANALYSIS. 321.
C TMIX:	 SUBROUTINE FOR CALL.
	 ..TING THE EQUIVALENT NOISE :
 TEMPERATURE 322.
C OF THE MIXER. 323,
C TNOISE: ADDS THE THERMAL NOISE COMPONENT TO THE CORRELATION MATRIX. 324.
C YPRIME:	 SUBROUTINE FOR FORMING THE AUGMENTED MATRIX Y'. 325.
C ZEMBED:	 FORMS THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCES AT THE HARMONICS OF THE LO 326.
C AND AT THE HARMONIC SIDEBANDS AND THE SERIES RESISTANCE 327.
C AT THESE FREQUENCIES. 328.
C 329.
C 33.0.
C LIST OF COMMON BLOCKS 331,
C 332.
C COMMON/ADJVLO/:CONTAINS VARIABLES USED IN THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE LO 333.
C VOLTAGE TO GIVE A DC CURRENT OF
	
IDBIAS. 334.
C COMMON/CONST/:CONTAINS CONSTANTS USED IN THE PROGRAM. 335.
C COMMON/DIOD.E/:CONTAINS DIODE PARAMETERS. 236.
C COMMON/FORITS/:CONTAINS VARIABLES RETURNED BY DFORIT, 337.
C COMMON/IMPED/:CONTAINS
	 INPUT EMBEDDING IMPEDANCES AND THE DIODE 338.
G SERIES RESISTANCE AT THE VARIOUS FREQUENCIES, 339.
C COMMON/IVMAG/:CONTAINS THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CON- 34:0.
C DUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE
	 IN MAGNITUDE AND PHASE.. 341.
C COMMON/LOOPS/:CONTAINS THE LIMITS OF THE VARIOUS PROGRAM LOOPS. 342.
C COMMON/RKG/:CONTAINS THE INITIAL VALUES FOR THE DRKGS INTEGRATION. 343.
C COMMON/TLINE/:CONTAINS PARAMETERS EFFECTING THE CONVERGENCE OF THE 344.
C NONLINER ANALYSIS. 345.








C	 BEGIN THE MIXER ANALYSIS. 349.
C 359,
C 351.
C---CALL LGSIG TO DO THE LARGE SIGNAL ANALYSIS 352.
CALL LGSIG 353.









C	 LGSIG PERFORMS THE NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF THE MIXER TO DETERMINE 363.
C	 THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE WAVEFORMS PRODUCED BY THE 364.
C	 LOCAL OSCILLATOR. THE MULTIPLE REFLECTION METHOD IS USED,(A.R.KERR, 365.
C	 IEEE TRANS.ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECH.,VOL.MT "r-23,NO.lZ,PP.828-83I, 366.
C	 OCT.1975) MODIFIED TO INCLUDE THE NONLINEAR CAPACITANCE OF THE DIODE. 367.
C	 ALL INITIALIZED VARIABLES ARE INPUT THROUGH THE BLOCK DATA PROGRAM 368.
C	 AND ARE TRANSFERRED THROUGH COMMON STATEMENTS. 369.
C	 THE OUTPUT INCLUDES: 37Z.
C	 1) VALUES OF THE INITIALIZED VARIABLES AND 	 INPUT DATA. 371.
C	 2) THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCES AND DIODE SERIES RESISTANCE AT THE 372.
C	 LO HARMONICS AND SIDEBAND FREQUENCIES. 373.
C	 3) THE RESULTS OF SOME OR ALL OF THE REFLECTION CYCLES. 374.
C	 4) THE RESULTS OF THE FINAL REFLECTION CYCLE. 375.
C	 5) THE REQUIRED LO POWER OF THE MIXER. 375.
C	 6) THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE. 377.
C	 7) PLOTS OF THE DIODE VOLTAGE, TOTAL CURRENT, CONDUCTANCE CURRENT, 278.
C	 AND CAPACITANCE OVER A SINGLE LO CYCLE. 379.
C	 TO CHANGE THE DIMENSIONS OF ANY ARRAY SIMPLY CHANGE THE APPROPRIATE 389.
C	 VARIABLE IN THE TYPE STATEMENT IN THIS ROUTINE, SUBROUTINE SMSIG, AND 381.
C	 SUBPROGRAM BLOCK DATA.
	
(AV AND BV MUST ALSO HAVE THEIR DIMENSIONS 382.
C	 ADJUSTED	 IN SUBROUTINE FCT). 383.
C	 THE SUBROUTINES DRKGS,DFORIT AND CMINV ARE IBM SSP PROGRAMS AND 384.
C	 ALL EXCEPT DRKGS HAVE BEEN SLIGHTLY ALTERED FOR USE 	 IN THIS ANALYSIS. 385.
C	 * 386.
C---THE VARIABLES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 387.
















C---FOR COMMON /RKG/: 494.










REAL*8 AV( B),BV(8),VIDC,VLO,VDBIAS,IDSIAS 411.

















C---SINCE THE Fc ,r AND OUTP SUBPROGRAMS ARE CALLED BY DRKGS THEY MUST BE 429.
C---DEFINED EXTERNALLY 430.
EXTERNAL FCT,OUTP 431.








	 IMPEDANCE AT DC AND THE FIRST HARMONIC TO Z2 r TO SPEED THE 439.
C---ANALYSIS. THIS DOES NOT EFFECT THE DIODE WAVEFORMS PROVIDED THE 44A.
C---BIAS VOLTAGE IS ADJUSTED TO GIVE THE DESIRED DC VOLTAGE AT THE 441.
C---DIODE TERMINALS. THIS IS DONE 5 LINES BEFORE STATEMENT LABEL 2. 442.
ZEMB(1)=DCh1PLX(ZJ3,9.HDZ) 443.
ZEMBDC=Zg 444.
C---FORM THE SET OF C014PLEX
	
IMPEDANCES WITH THE SERIES RESISTANCE ADDED 445.
DO i	 JH = 2,NH 446.
1	 ZEMB(JH)=DCMPLX(ZER(JH)+RSLO(JH),ZEI(JH)) 447.
C---CALCULATE THE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT OF THE EMBEDDING NETWORK AT 448.
C---EACH LO HARMONIC 449.
RHODC=(ZEMBDC-ZZ)/(ZEMBDC+Z4Y ) 4517.
DO	 13 JH=1,NH 451.
13 RHO(JH) = iZEMB(JH)-ZO)/(ZEMB(JH)+ZP!) 452.





C---INITIALIZE VARIABLES FOR THE INTEGRATION BY DRKGS 458.
PRMT(4)=ACC 459.
PRMT(3)=2.ZDZ*PI/DFLOAT(NPTS) 460.
P RMT (2,) =P RMT (3 ) 461.
PRMT(1)=Z.ZDH 452.
Y(1)=VDINI'T 463.
DERV(1)=1 .Id D.6 464.
68
C---CALCULATE THE DC SCURCE VOLTAGE FROM THE GIVEN BIAS VOLTAGE,VDBIAS, 4,65,
C---ACROSS THE DIODE PLUS SERIES RESISTANCE 466.
VDC=VDBIAS+IDBIAS*(ZEMBDC-RS) 467.
C---SET THE
	 INITIAL INCIDENT AND REFLECTED VOLTAGES 468.
DO 2 JH=I,NH 469.:`




C---THE DC TERMS 474.
VRDC=O'.ODO 475. -'
VIDC=VDC*ZZ/(ZZ+ZEMBDC) 476.
C---RETURN HERE IF THE LO VOLTAGE HAS BEEN ADJUSTED 477.
15	 ITER=O' 478. i





^• C---CALL PRINT1 TO WRITE THE INITIAL CONDITIONS 484.
IF(JVLO.NE .1) GOTO 3 485.
CALL PRINTI(ZEMB,ZEMBDC,ZER,ZEI,ZEMBSB,PRMT,Y,DERY,VLO,VDBIAS 486,
1,IDSIAS,RSSB,RSLO,NH,NHPI,NHD2) 487.
C---START THE REFLECTION CYCLE 488.
M
3	 ITER=ITER+1 489.
C---PRINT ONLY AFTER MULTIPLES OF NPRINT CYCLES HAVE BEEN COMPLETED 490.
JPRINT=MOD(ITER,NPRINT) 491.
C---BEGIN THE LO CYCLE LOOP FOR REACHING STEADY STATE BETWEEN THE 492. )
C---DIODE AND TRANSMISSION LINE AND SET THE
	
INTEGRATION INTERVAL 493.
DO 5 JLO=I,NLO 494.
PRMT(1)=Z.ZDZ 495.
PRMT(2)=PRMT(3) 496.
DO 5 JPT=I,NPTS 497.
CALL	 DRKGS(PRMT,Y,DERV,NDIhl,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUX) 498.
C----RESET THE DRKGS ERROR WEIGHT FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL 499.
_ DERY(I)=1 .ZDO' SEGO.
IF(JLO.NE .NLO) GOTO	 14 501.
_ IF(JPT.EQ.NPTS)	 GOTO 4 502.











CJDATA(1) = CJ 514.
IGJDAT(I) = IGJ 515.
ICJDAT(I)=ICJ 515.
C---GO ON TO THE NEXT TIME INTERVAL 517.










C---SET THE FLAG FOR THE CONVERGENCE TESTS 52G.
ZQFLAG-Z 527.
C---FIND THE DIODE IMPEDANCES AND CALCULATE THE REFLECTED VOLTAGE 528,
C---WAVEFORMS 529.
DO	 7 JH 4 1,NH 539.
ZD = DCMPLX(VDCOS(JH+1),-VDSIN(JH+1))/DCAIPLX(IDCOS(JH+1), 53:.
1-IDSIN(JH+1)) 532.
VX=DCMPLX(VDCOS(JH+1),-VDSIN(JH+1)l-DCPIPLX(AV(JH),-BV(JH)) 533.
C---FIND THE CHANGE IN THE REFLECTED VOLTAGE SINCE THE LAS[ CYCLE 534.
DVR(JH) ¢VX-VR:JH) 535.
VR(JH)-VX 536.
C---CALCULATE THE IMPEDANCE RATIOS AT EACH LO HARMONIL	 CO DETERMINE 537.
C---THE DEGREE OF CONVERGENCE 538.
ZQ =ZD/ZEMB(JH' 539.
ZOMAG(JH)-CDABS(ZU) 54Z.





IF(ZQMAG(JH).LT.1.ZDZ-ZOACC) ZQFLAG =ZQFLAG+1 544.
7 CONTINUE 545.




IF(JPRINT.NE .ff) GOTO 9 550.
C---CALL PRINT2 TO WRITE THE	 RESULTS OF THIS REFLECTION CYCLE 551.




C---FIND THE NEW VOLTAGE
	
INCIDENT ON THE DIODE AT THE LO AND HARMONICS 556.
DO	 IZ JH-I,NH 557.
VX oVI(JFI)+RHO(JH)*DVR(JH) 558.
VI(JH)-VX 559.
AV(JH) c4 DREAL(VX) 560.
ID' BV(JH)=--DIMAG(VX) 561.
C---FIND THE NEW DC VOLTAGE WAVE
	
INCIDENT ON THE DIODE 562.
VIDC AVIDC+RHODC*DVRDC 563.
C---DON'T ADJUST THE DC CURRENT UNTIL WE HAVE RUN FOR ENOUGH CYCLES TO 564.
C---REACH A STEADY STATE 565.
IF(ITER.NE .19)	 GOTO	 11 566.
C---ADJUST THE DC CURRENT TO THE DESIRED VALUE BY CHANGING VLO 567.
CALL ADJLO(JVLO,IVLO.VLO,IDCOS,IDBIAS,NHPI) 568.
C---WAS THIS THE LAST VLO ADJUSTMENT LOOP? 569.
IF(JVLO.EQ.IVLO)	 GOTO	 11 570.
C---REPEAT THE ANALYSIS WITH A NEW VALUE OF VLO 571.
JVLO=JVLO+1 572.
GOTO 15 573.
C---WAS THIS THE LAST REFECTION CYCLE ALLOWED? 574.
11	 IF(ITER.EQ.NI''FR)	 GOTO	 12 575.
C----HAS THE SOLUTION CONVERGED? 576.
IF(ZQFLAG.EQ.Z) GOTO	 12 577.
C---GO ON TO THE NEXT REFLECTION CYCLE 578.
GOTO 3 579.





12 CALF. PRINT2(RHO,VI,VR,DVR,VDCOS,VDSIN,IDCOS,IDSIN,ZQMAG,ZQPHA, 581.'
IVRDC , DVRDC,VIDC,RHOD(.',AV,BV,ITER,ZQFLAG,JVLO,NH,NHPl) 582.
i , C---CALL POWER TO FIND THE REQUIRED LO POWER 583.
CALL	 POWER(ZQMAG(I),ZQPHA(1),ZER(I),ZEI(1),RSLO(1),VLO,ZZ,LOPWR) 584.
C----UNSCALE THE CAPACITANCE VALUES (THEY WERE SCALED IN SUBROUTINE FCT 585.
C---WHICH IS CALLED BY THE DRKGS INTEGRATION ROUTINE). 586.
DO 19 JPT= I,NPTS 567.
19 Ci+DATA(JPT) =CJDATA(JPT)/(2.ZDJYO.PI*FP 1 588.
C---FINISH THE ANALYSIS BY OBTAINI"^G THE FOURIER-COEFFICIENTS OF THE 589.
C----DIODE CONDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE. 590.
CALL DFORIT(GJDATA,NPTS/2,NH,GJCOS,GJSIN,IEIt) 591.
CALL DFORIT(CJDATA,NPTS/2,NH,CJCOS,CJSIN,IER) 592.
C----CALL PLOT TO PRINT THE DIODE WAVEFORMS IN THE TIME DOMAIN 593.











C	 ZEMBED FORMS THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCES AT THE HARMONICS OF THE 603.
C	 LO
-AND AT THE-SIDEBAND' FREQUENCIES (ASSUMING THEY HAVE NOT BEEN 694.
C	 INPUT VIA THE BLOCK DATA PROGRAM).
	 IT ALSO FORMS THE SERIES 605.
C	 RESISTANCE,INCLUDING SKIN EFFECT,AT THESE
	 FREQUENCIES. 606.
C	 NOTE THAT IF YOU WISH TO INPUT THE SIDEBAND EMBEDDING IMPEDAN-- 607.
C	 CES THROUGH THE BLOCK DATA SUBPROGRAM THE SIDEBAND FREQUENCY NO- 698.
C	 TATION MUST BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. ALL LOWER SIDEBAND EMBEDDING 699.
C	 IMPEDANCES	 (ZEMBSB(I)	 ,	 I.GT.(.NH/2)+l	 ) SHOULD	 BE	 FORMED AS THE 619.
- C	 COMPLEX CONJUGATES OF THEIR POSITIVE FREQUENCY VALUES. 	 THIS	 IS 611.
C	 CONSISTANT WITH THE USE OF NEGATIVE FREQUENCIES FOR ALL LOWER 612.
C	 SIDEBANDS.	 NOTE THAT SIDEBAND
	 I	 IS ARRAY ELEMENT (NH/2 + 1 -I) 613.
C	 IN THIS FREQUENCY NOTATION. 614.
C 615.
C----THE VARIABLE TYPES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 616.




C---IN THIS EXAMPLE THE EMBEDDING
	 IMPEDANCES AT THE LO HARMONICS 621.
C---AND AT THE SIDEBAND FREQUENCIES HAVE BEEN INPUT VIA THE BLOCK DATA 622.
C---SUBPROGRAM AND THUS THEY WILL NOT BE FORMED IN THIS SUBROUTINE 623.
' C 624.
C----FORM THE SERIES RESISTANCE OF THE DIODE AT THE LO HARMONICS AND 625.
' C----THE SIDEBAR : D FREQUE"'' .ES.
	 THE	 FREQUENCY	 DEPENDENCE	 DUE TO THE 626.
C---SKIN	 EFFECT	 1S	 ASS.: '- f1	 Tn	 14A%11:	T14P	 PnPM	 P lCf K l=P.c2	 P cZWTN*cZrIP I l K ] A97
SUBROUTINE POWER(ZQMAG,ZQPHA,ZER,ZEI,RSLO,VLO,ZZ,LOPWR) 60.
C--- 641.
C---POWER CALCULATES AND PRINTS THE REQUIRED LO POWER USED BY THE 642.
C---MIXER WITH THE ORIGINAL VALUE OF ZE(1)
	 (BEFORE	 IT WAS SET TO ZIP'), 643.
C --- 644.
C---THE VARIABLE TYPES USED-IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 645.
COMPLEX*16 ZQ,ZE 646.
REAL*B ZER,ZEI,ZQMAG,ZOPHA,RSLO,VLO,ZY,LOPWR,D 647.
C---TRANSFORM ZOMAG AND ZQPHA INTO THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS 64B.




C---CALCULATE THE LO POWER 653.
L'OPWR = (CDABS(VLO*(.RSLO+ZE+ZQ*ZZ)/(ZZ+ZIP*ZQ))**2)/(B.ZDZ*ZER) 654.
C---PRINT THE RESULTS 655.
WRITE(6, 12r2r)	 LOPWR 656.
IZZ FORMAT(//2X,'REQUIRED








C---SUBROUTINE ADJLO ADJUSTS THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR VOLTAGE UNTIL 665.
C---THE RECTIFIED CURRENT IS WITHIN IDCACC OF THE DESIRED VALUE,IDBIAS. 666. ::z
C---- 667.
C-----THE VARIABLE TYPES USED
	 IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 668.
C----FOR COMMON/ADJVLO/: 669. '`+
REAL-8 LOVLO,UPVLO,VLOINC,IDCACC 670.
INTEGER UPFLAG,LOFLAG 671.
C----FOR VARIABLES NOT IN ANY COMMON BLOCKS: 672.
REAL*B	 IDCOS(NHP1),VLO,IDBIAS 673.
INTEGER JVLO,IVLO,?!HP1 674.
C-----THE COMMON BLOCKS USED ARE: 675.
COMhION/ADJVLO/LOVLO,UPVLO,LOFLAG,UPFLAG,VLOINC,IDCACC 676.
C --- IF THIS	 IS ALREADY THE LAST VLO LOOP THEN DON'T OUTPUT 677.
IF(JVLO.EQ.IVLO) GOTO 25 678.
WRITE(6,109)	 JVLO,IDBIAS 679.,
IZZ FORMAT(/'	 VALUES OF THE DC CURRENT AND LO VOLTAGE FOR CYCLE 	 ', 689.





	 VLO BEFORE ADJUSTMENT:',FB.5) 683.
IF(IDCOS(1).GT.IDBIAS+(IDBIAS*IDCACC)) 	 GOTO	 IZ 584.
IF(IDCOS(1).LT.IDBIAS-(IDBIAS*IDCACC))




C----KEEP TRACK OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES VLO IS GREATER THAN ITS DESIRED 689.
C---VALUE 69Z.
UPFLAG=UPFLAG+1 691.








Y' IF(VLO.LT..O'.9) VLO=A'.ZDZ 697.
GOTO 29 698.
-'. 15 LOVLO=VLO 599.
C---KEEPING TRACK OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES VLO IS LESS THAN ITS DESIRED 720.
::. C=--VALUE 719'1 .
LOFLAG=LOFLAG +1 702.
k'. C---IF WE HAVE NOT YET PASSED THE DESIRED VLO,CHANGE VLO 7.93.
j IF(UPFLAG.EQ.9) GOTO	 16 7Z4.
.: VLO=VLp+(UPVLO-^LOVLO)/2.A'DJ9 7A5.
GOTO 29 7,96.
16 VLO=VLO+VLOI NC 7Z7.
2hr WRITE(6,1219) 	 VLO 708.








C•---DRKGS IS AN IBM SSP PROGRAM WHICH SOLVES A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL 717.
C---EQUATIONS BY THE RUNGS-KUTTA ALGORITHM. IT HAS NOT BEEN ALTERED 718.
C---FOR THIS ANALYSIS. 719.
-.t C--- 72!1 .
i DIMENSION	 Y(1),DERY(l),AUX(8,1),A(4),B(4),C(4),PRMT(I 721.
DOUBLE	 PRECISION PRMT,Y,DERY,AUX,A,B,C,X,XEND,H,A0,BJ,CJ,R1,R2, 722.
IDELT 723.
DO	 I	 I = 1,NDIM 724.
1 AUX(8,I)=.Z66666666666666667Djg*DERY(I) 725. i


















00 3	 I=1,NDIM 744.
AUX(1,I) =Y(I) 745.
AUX(2,I)=DERY(I) 746. n



















6 IEND = 1 756.
7 CALL OUTP(X,Y,DERY,IREC,NDIM,PRMT) 757.
IF( PRMT( 5 ) )4&7,8, 4.6' 758,
8 ITEST=le 759.
9 ISTEP = ISTEP+1 76Z.
J=1 761.
1Z AJ=A(J) 762.	 i
BJ=B(J) 763.
' CJ=C(0) 764.
DO	 11	 I = i,NDIM 765.









14 CALL	 FCT(X,Y,DERY) 775.
GOTO 19 776.
15 IF(ITEST)16,16,29 777.
16 DO	 17	 I=1,14DIM 776.
17 AUX(4	 I) = Y(I) 779.
ITEST =1 780.
ISTEP=ISTEP+ISTEP-2 781.
18 IHLF = IHLF+1 782.
X=X-H 783.
H=.5DZ*H 784.
DO	 19	 I=1,NDIM 785.
Y(I)=AUX(1,I) 786.
DERY(I) =AUX(2,I) 787.
19 AUX(6,I) =AUX(3,I) 788.
GOTO 9 789.
20 IMOD = ISTEP/2 790.
s>°° IF(ISTEP-IMOD-IMOD)21.,23,21 791.
21 CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY) 792.
DO 22	 I=1,NDIM 793.
AUX(5,I)=Y(I) 794.	 !.
22 AUX(7,I)=DERY(I) 795.
GOTO 9 796.	 i
23 DELT =Z.DA' 797.
DO 24	 I=1,NDIM 798.
24 DELT=DELT+AUX(8,I)*DABS(AUX(4,.I)-Y(I)) 799.
IF( DELT-PRMT(4) )28, 28, 25 8:6E.
25 IF	 ( IHLF-1!7)26,36,36 azi.
26 DO 27
	
I = i,NDIM 802.
a	 27 AUX(4,I) =AUX(5,I) 803.
ISTEP=I STEP+ISTEP-4 8.6'4.
X = X-H 805.
IEND=.O' 8.0G.
a
GOTO 18 8.07 .
28 CALL	 FCT(X,Y,DERY) 808.
DO 29	 I = I,NDIM 889.






































C --- FCT IS REQUIRED BY DRKGS AND SUPPL.IES THE NETWORK STATE EQUATION TO 647.
C ---BE SOLVED. NOTE THAT THE JUNCTION CAPACITANCE HAS BEEN FREQUENCY 848.
C----SCALED BY 2*PI*FP SO THAT ONE LO CYCLE OCCURS IN 2*PI SECONDS 649.
C--- 85A'.












C---FOR VARIABLES NOT IN ANY COMMON BLOCKS: 863.
REAL*B	 X,Y(I),DERY(1),V 864.
INTEGER JH B65.








































































C---MULTIPLY BY 2 TO FIND THE EQUIVALENT SOURCE VOLTAGE ASSOCIATED
C--,--WITH THE TRANSMISSION LINE IMPEDANCE ZJT
V=V*2.18Dg
C---FIND THE FREQUENCY SCALED JUNCTION CAPACITANCE.
C---NOTE THAT THE DIODE VOLTAGE Y(I) IS ARTIFICIALLY CLAMPED IF IT
C---EXCEEDS .999*PHI. THIS AVOIDS ERROR MESSAGES DURING THE INITIAL
C----TRANSIENT IN THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION.
CO =2.FlDZ*PI*FP*CZ/(1.1aDH-DMIN1(Y(1)„0.999*PHI)/PHI )**GAM





















C --- DFORIT IS A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF FORIT,AN IBM SSP ROUTINE
C---THAT PERFORMS A FOURIER ANALYSIS.ON A PERIODICALLY VARYING FUNCTION.
C---IT COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE TERMS IN THE SERIES WHICH
C---IS GIVEN BY:A(1)+SUM(A(N)COS((N-1)X)+B(N)SIN((N--1)X)) N=2,3,4•••
C---
C---THE PARAMETERS USED ARE:
C --- FNT/: TABULATED VALUES OF THE FUNCTION TO BE ANALYSED
C---	 NOTE THAT FNT(1) CORRESPONDS TO TIME T=.O
C --- M/: THE MAXIMUM ORDER OF THE HARMONICS TO BE FITTED
C --- NI; DEFINES THE INTERVAL OVER WHICH THE POINTS ARE TAKEN. THE
C----	 INTERVAL GOES FROM 19 TO 2*PI AND 2N+1 POINTS ARE TAKEN AS DATA.
C --- A/: THE FOURIER COSINE COEFFICIENTS
C --- B/: THE FOURIER SINE COEFFICIENTS
C----IER/: THE RESULTANT ERROR MESSAGE CODE WHERE IER=A' MEANS NO ERROR,









20 IF(M) 3Z,4Z,4Z 932.
W IER=2 933.
RETURN 934.
























9.0' Q=C1*C-SI *S 958.
S=CI*S+SI*C 959.
C=0 96z.
J=J t I 961.









C	 SMSIG PERFORMS THE SMALL--SIGNAL AND NOISE ANALYSIS OF THE MIXER 971.
C	 TO DETERMINE THE CONVERSION LOSS BETWEEN ALL PAIRS OF SIDEBANDS, 972.
C	 THE INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCES, AND THE EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE 973.
C	 TEMPERATURE.	 THE THEORY IS BASED ON THAT OF D.N.HELD AND A.R.KERR, 974.
C	 IEEE TRANS.ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECH.,VOL.MTT-26,NO.2,PP.49 -6I, 975.
C	 FEB.1978. 976.
C	 ALL INITIALIZED VARIABLES ARE INPUT THROUGH THE BLOCK DATA SUB- 977.
C	 PROGRAM AND ARE TRANSFERRED THROUGH COMMON BLOCKS. 978.
C	 THE OUTPUT INCLUDES: 979.
C	 1) THE CONVERSION LOSS BETWEEN ALL PAIRS OF SIDEBANDS (PRINTED 9819'.
C	 AS A CONVERSION LOSS MATRIX). 981.
C	 2) THE	 INPUT IMPEDANCES OF THE MIXER AT EACH SIDEBAND. 982.
C	 3) THE OUTPUT IMPEDANCE AT THE
	
IF. 983.
C	 4) THE EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE TEMPERATURE AND ITS SHOT AND THERMAL 984.
C	 COMPONENTS. 985.
C	 THE SUBSCRIPT NOTATION USED	 IN THE PROGRAM TO IDENTIFY THE NH +1 986.
77
C SMALL--SIGNAL SIDEBANDS IS THAT OF A.A,M. SALEH,'THEORY OF RESISTIVE
	 987.
C	 MIXERS',M.I.T.	 PRESS,CAMBRIDCE,MASS.,1971.	 SIDEBAND FREQUENCY 988.
C	 (IF+N*LO)	 IS DENOTED BY THE ARRAY SUBSCRIPT (NH/2 + I
	 - N). THE 989.
C	 LOWER SIDEBANDS ARE TREATED AS NEGATIVE FREQUENCIES CONSIDERABLY 999.
{ C	 SIMPLIFYING THE EQUATIONS IN THE ANALYSIS. 991.
C	 IF ARRAY DIMENSIONS ARE ALTERED.THEY MUST BE CHANGED HERE, 	 IN 992.
C	 SUBROUTINE LGSIG AND IN THE BLOCK DATA PROGRAM,	 IN ADDITION THE 993.
C	 PRINT FORMAT OF THE CONVERSION LOSS MATRIX MUST BE ALTERED IF 994.
C	 OTHER THAN EIGHT LO HARMONICS ARE CONSIDERED. 995.
C 996.
C----THE VARIABLE TYPES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 997.
C--- FOR COMMON/CONST/: 998.
REAL-8 QEL,BOLTZ,PI,TEQ 999.
ii C---FOR COMMON/DIODE/: 1000.
REAL*8 ALP,PHI,GAM,CII,IS,RS,RSKIN,FP,IF,IGJ,ICJ,GJ,CJ 1991.
C---FOR COMMON/FORITS/: 1192.




f:	 r' COMPLEX*16 ZEMBSB(9) 1007.
REAL*8 ZER(B),ZEI(8),ZEbIBDC,RSLO(8),RSSB(9) 1908.
C---FOR COMMON/LOOPS/: 1909.
nl INTEG'ER NH,NLO,NVLD,NPTS,NPRINT,NITER ISIS.
C---FOR VARIABLES NOT IN ANY COMMON BLOCKS: 1911.
. COMPLEX*16 A(9,9),COR(9,9),FG('9),FC(9) 1012.
COMPLEX-16 T(9),ZIN(9),ZIFOUT,DET lZ13.
` REAL*8 XLMAT(9,9),TM,THERM,SHQT,LIJ 1914.
REAL*8 GJMAG(9),GJPHA(9),CJhIAG(9),CJPHA(9) 1915.
. INTEGER JH,NHPI,NHD2PI,NHD2,14K1(9),WK2(9),I,J 1!0.16.
C
---THE COMMON BLOCKS USED ARE: 1017.
COMMON/CONST/QEL,BOLTZ,PI,TEQ 1918.
COMMON/DIODE/ALP, PHI, GAM, CZ, IS,RS,RSKIN,FP,IF,IGJ,ICJ,GJ,CJ 1919.
COMMON/FORITS/GJCOS,GJSIN,CJCOS, CJSIN ,VDCOS,VDSIN,IDCOS,IDSIN,IER 102Z.
COMMON/ IMPED/ZER,ZEI,ZEMBDC,ZEMBSB,RSLO,RSSB 1021.
COMMON /IVMAG /GJMAG,GJPIiA,CJMAG,CJPHA IH22.
_ COMMON/ LOOPS/NH,NLO,NVLO,NPTS,NPRINT,NITER 1923.
C---DEFINE SOME USEFUL CONSTANTS 1024.
NHPI=NH +1 1025.
NHD2 = NH/2 1926.
NHD2PI =NHD2+1 1927.
C---FORM THE COMPLEX FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE 1928.
C---AND CAPACITANCE 1029.
DO	 IS JF1 = 2, NHP 1 1032.




C----CALL PRINTS TO WRITE THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 1935.
CALL PRINT3(FG, FC, GJMAG,GJPHA,CJMAG,CJPHA,NH,NHP1) 1936.
C---OPEN CIRCUIT THE IF LOAD TO FIND THE IF PORT IMPEDANCE 1037.
` ZEMBSB(NHD2P1 )=DCMPLX(1 .ZD1Z,Z.ZDZ)




C---TAKE THE INVERSE OF THE Y'	 MATRIX TO FIND THE OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 1041.
CALL CMINV(A,NHPI,DET,WKI,WK2,NHPI *NHPI) 1042.





C---CONJUGATE MATCH THE IF LOAD IMPEDANCE TO THE IF PORT IMPEDANCE 11345.
ZEI,IBSB(NHD2P1)=DCONJG(ZIFOUT) 11345.
C---FORM THE Y' MATRIX WITH A MATCHED IF LOAD IZ47.
CALL	 YPRIME(FG,FC,NHD2,NH02PI,NHPI,FP,IF,A,ZEMSSB,RSSB) 1948.
C----INVERT THE Y' MATRIX TO OBTAIN THE Z' 	 MATRIX 11349.
CALL CMINV(A,NHPI,DET,WKI,WK2,NHP1*NHPI) 135A.
C---FORM THE CONVERSION LOSS MATRIX AND INPUT IMPEDANCE AT EACH SIDEBANDIZ51.
DO 5.3	 I=I,NHP1 1952.
ZIN(I)=RSSB(I)+A(I,I)*(RSSB(I)+ZEMSSS(I))/(RSSB(I)+ZEMBSB(I) 1'53. W
1-A(I,I)} 1054.
DO 40 J=I,NHP1 1055.
IF(I-J)	 2Z,3Z,2Z 1056.
2.3 L IJ=((CDABS( RSSB(I)+ZEPIBSB(I))*CDABS(RSSB(J)+ZEMBSB(J) )/ 1057.
1(2,ZDZ*CDABS( A(I, J))))**2)/(DREAL(ZEEIPiSB(I))*DREAL(ZEMBSB(J))) 11358.
C---CONVERT TO DB WHEN FORMING THE LOSS MATRIX 1059.
XLMAT(I ,J)=IZ.ZDZ*DLOG1.3(L IJ ) 1060.
GOTO 413 lac-,
C---THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS HAVE NO OBVIOUS MEANING AND ARE ZEROED FOR I.G62.
C---CONVENIENCE 1H63.
313 XLMAT( I,J )=5'.ZDZ 1064.
4kr CONTINUE 1!365.
59 CONTINUE 1366.
C---BEGIN THE NOISE ANALYSIS BY FORMING THE SHOT NOISE CORRELATION 1167.
C---MATRIX I1a68.
CALL CORREL(ALP,FG,COR,NHP1) 1069.
C---CALCULATE THE EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE TEMPERATURE CONSIDERING THE 10722.
C---SHOT NOISE ONLY 1.071.
CALL TMIX(NHD2,SHUT,T,COR,A.RSSB,ZEMBSB,NHPI,NHD2P1) 1072.
C---ADD THE THERMAL NOISE COMPONENT TO THE SHOT NOISE CORRELATION MATRIY1073.
CALL TNOISE(COR,RSSB,ZEMBSB,NHPI,NHD2PI) 1.0'74.
C---RECALCULATE THE EQUIVALENT NOISE TEMPERATURE NOW INCLUDING BOTH IZ75.
C---SHOT AND THERMAL ]NOISE CONTRIBUTIONS 1:375.
CALL TMIX(NHD2,TM,T,COR,A,RSSB,ZEMBSB,NHPI,NHD2PI) IZ77. j
C----FIND THE THERMAL NOISE COMPONENT OF THE EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE 1078.
C---TEMPERATURE OF THE MIXER 1079. j
THERM=TM-SHOT 10814.










C --- YPRIME FORMS THE AUGMENTED ADMITTANCE MATRIX Y'
	
(A) OF THE MIXER 1991.
C---- 1092.
C---THE VARIABLE TYPES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 1093.
C----FOR COMMON/CONST/: 1094. a
REAL*8 QEL,BOLTZ,PI,TEQ 1095.




C---THE COM14ON BLOCKS USED ARE: 1IZZ.
COMMON/CON'ST/QEL,BOLTZ,PI,TEQ 11131.
WIF=2.9Dk7*P I * I F 1132.
79
WP = 2.ZDZ*PI *FP 11	 3.
C---FORM THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX V OF THE INTRINSIC DIODE 1194.
DO	 66'	 I =1,NHPI IIZS.
DO 5Z J=1,NHP1 11,46.
2A'	 I F (J - I )
	 30, 49r, 4Z l IZ7 .
C---FIND THE LOWER HALF OF THE Y MATRIX liffs.
3Z A(I,J) =DCONJG(FG(I-J+ k))+DCMPLX(Z.ZDZ,WIF+WP*'(NHD2PI-I)) 1199.
4	 I*DCONJG(FC(I-J+I) ) 1118.
GOTO 517 1111 .
C---FIND THE UPPER HALF OF THE Y MATRIX 1112.
4A' A(I ,J) = FG(J-I+1)-FDCMPLX(Z.ZDZ,WIF+WP*C NHD2P I-I))*FC(J-I+I ) 1113.
59 CONTINUE 1114.
50 CONTINUE 1115.
C---ADD 1 /(RS+ZEMBSB) TO THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF Y TO FORM THE 1116.
C---AUGMENTED ADMITTANCE MATRIX Y' OF THE MIXER 1117.
DO 79 I=1,NHP1 1118.






SUBROUTINE CORREL( ALP, FG,COR,NHPI) 1125.
C--- 1126.
C----CORREL FORMS THE NOISE CURRENT CORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE SHOT 1127.









C---THE COMMON BLOCKS USED ARE: 1135.
COMMON/CONST/QEL,BOLTZ,PI,TEQ 1136.
C---FORM THE SHOT NOISE CORRELATION MATRIX USING I=FG/ALP 1137.
DO	 Iz	 I=1„NHP1 1138.
00	 29' J=1 , i 1139.










C --- TNOISE FORMS THE THERMAL NOISE CURRENT CORRELATION MATRIX AND 1150.
°	 C---ADDS IT TO THE SHOT NOISE CORRELATION MATRIX. 1151.
C--- 1152.
C---THE VARIABLE TYPES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 1153.
COMPLEX*16 COR(NHPI,NHP1),ZEMBSB(NHP1) 1154.
REAL-8 QEL,BOLTZ,PI,TEQ,RSSB(NHPI) 1155.
C---THE COMMON BLOCKS USED ARE: 1156.
COMMON/CONST/QEL, BOLTZ, P I,TEQ 1157.
C---SINCE THE THERMAL NOISE MATRIX IS DIAGONAL ADD THESE ELEMENTS TO IJ58.
C----THE DIAGONAL TERMS OF THE SHOT NOISE CORRELATION MATRIX 1	 59.
DO 35	 I=I,NHP1 1162.
1
c
IF(I.EQ.NH02PI) GOTO 30 1161.
COR(I , I)=CBR ( I,I)+4.ZDZ*BOLTZ*TEQ*RS68 ( I)/ 1162.
I(CDABS ( ZEMBSB ( I)+RSSB ( I)))**2 1163.
GQTQ 35 1164.
C---AT THE IF THE THERMAL NOISE TERM IS GIVEN BY: 1165.








SUBROUTINE TMIX ( NSB,TM,T,COR , A,RSSB,ZEMBSB,HHPI,NHD2P1) 1174.
C--- 1175.
C --- TMIX COMPUTES THE EQUIVALENT SINGLE SIDEBAND INPUT NOISE 1176.
C---TEMPERATURE OF THE MIXER REFERRED TO SIDEBAND NS8. 1177.
C---NOTE THAT SIDEBAND NSB	 IS ARRAY SUBSCRIPT NH/2 + 1 - NSB. 1178.
C--- 1179,
C---THE VARIABLE TYPES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 1182.
COMPLEX*16 COR(NHPI,NHP1) , A(NHPI,NHPI) , ZEMBSB ( NHP1 ),VSQ,T(NHPI) 1181.
REAL * 6 LIEL,BOLTZ , P1,TEQ,TM,RSSB ( NHPI) 1182.
INTEGER I , J,NSB,NHPI , NHD2P1 1183.
C---THE COMMON BLOCKS USED ARE: 1184.
COMMON/CONST/QEL, BOLTZ, P I,TEQ 1185.
C---POST MULTIPLY COR BY THE CONJUGATE TRANSPOSE OF THE CENTER ROW 1186.
C---OF THE Z' MATRIX ( ROW 9) 1187.
00	 10	 1 = 1 ,(1HP I 1188.
T(I)=Z.ODZ 1189.
DO	 2A' J=I,NHP1 1192.
2Z T(I ) =T(I)+COR ( I,J)*DCONJG ( A(NHD2PI,J)) 1191.
118 CONTINUE 1192.
C --- PREMULTIPLY COR BY THE CENTER ROW OF THE MIXER Z' MATRIX 1193.
VSQ=Z. ODZ 1194.
DO 3Z I=I,NHP1 1195.
39 VSQ =VSG+A(NHD2PI,I)*T(I) 1196.
C---COMPUTE THE EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE TEMPERATURE OF THE MIXER 1197.
TM = (DRFAL(VSO)*(CRABS(ZEM8SB(NSB)+RSSB(NSB)))**2)/ 1198.






SUBROUTINE CMINV(A,N,D,L,M,NSQ) 12ZS .
C--- 1206, 
C --- CMINV IS A SLIGHTLY MODIFIED VERSION OF THE IBM SSP ROUTINE MINV 12.07.
C---FOR INVERTING A C014PLEX MATRIX. ONLY THE FIRST TWO STATEMENTS AND 1208..
C---THOSE NUMBERED 10 AND 45 HAVE BEEN ALTERED, 1209.
C--- 121.













DO 20 J=K,N 1221.
IZ=N*(J.-1) 1222. ;•
DO 20 I= K, N 1223.
IJ=IZ+I 1224.
19 IF(CDABS(RIGA)-CDABS(A(IJ))) 15,2Z,2Z 1225.
15	 RIGA=A(IJ) 1226. i
L(K) = ! 1227.
'.'.: M(K)=J 1228. h
x 218 CONTINUE 1229..
J =L(K) 1230.
IF(O-K)	 35,35,26 1231.
" 25 KI =K -N 1232.
DO	 310'	 I = I,N 1233. E
KI=KI^ r P; 1234.
HOLD=-A(KI) 1235. €,;
JI = KI -K+J 1236.
A(KI) =A(JI) 1237,









40 A(JI) =HOLD 1247.
45	 IF(CDAB:S(BIGA))	 48,46,48 1248.
46 D=Z.ZDO 1249. -
RETURN 1250. i
48 DO 59	 I=I,N 1251.
IF(I •-K)	 5S',55,59 1252.
5Z IK=NK+I 1253. .'
-A(IK)=A (IK.) /(-BIGA) 1254.
'. 55 CONTINUE 1255.
DO 65	 I=1 , N 1256.
IK=NK+I 1257.
HOLD =A(IK) 1258.
IJ = !-N 1259.
DO 65 J=1 , N 1260.
IJ=IJ+N 1261.
r IF(I-K) 6Z, 65,GZ 1262.
6.6	 IF(J-K)	 62,65,62 1263.
62 KJ=IJ-I+K 1264:
A(IJ) = HOLD*A(KJ )+A(IJ) 1265.
65 CONTINUE 1266•
KJ=K-N 1267.
° DO 75 J=1,N 1268.
1CJ=KJ+N 1269.









iK= ( K-1 )




JR = N*(I-1 l



































C----PRINTI WRITES THE VALUES OF THE INPUT VARIABLES AND THE INITIAL
C---CONDITIONS FOR THE NONLINEAR ANALYSIS SECTION OF THE PROGRAM.
C---





















C----T]4E COMMON BLOCKS USED ARE:
COMMON/ADJVLO/LOVLO, UPVLO ,LOFLAG,UPFLAG,VLOINC,IDCACC
COMMON/CONST/QEL,BOLTZ,PI,TEQ































































C----PRINT THE' TITLE 1338.
WRITE(6,SZ) FP 1339.
5.0' FORMAT(1HI,IX,' 	 ANALYSIS OF A	 ',-•9PF6.2,'	 GHZ MICROWAVE MIXER'/ 134.9',
*1X,59('—')) 1341.
C---WRITE THE VALUES OF THE RELEVENT VARIABLES. 1342.
a WRITE	 (6,75) 1343.
75 FORMAT(/1X,'INPUT DATA') 1344.
1. WRITE(5, I-YZ) 1345.






12H FORMAT(/IX,' OPERATING FREQUENCIES AND TEMFERATURE:'.TSZ,'FP', 1351.
1T65,'IF',T79,'TEQ'/T45,2(IPE1.6.3,5X),HPFIS.3) 13E'.
WRITE(6,139) VDBIAS,IDBIAS 1353.








	 DRKGS VARIABLES:',T21,'PRMT(1)',T35,'PRMT(Z)',T51x, 1350.
I'PRMT{3)',T65,'PRMTf4)',T89,'V{1}',T95,'DERV(I)',T111,'NDI1^;'/ 1361.
2T2O','(LOW LIM)',T35,'(UP




WRITE(6,150) NITER,NLO,NVLO,NPTS,NHARM,NPRINT 1	 85.
I69
	 FORMAT(/lk,'
	 LOOP	 LIMITS:',T21,'NITER',T31.'NiLO',T49,'NVLO' 1366.
1T51, ` NPTS',T62,'NHARM',T72,'NPRINT'/T21.14,6X,2(I2,(1X),Ik, 1367.
2I2,Z9X, I2,8X, I3 ) 1368.
WRITE(6,170) ZZ,ZQACC 1359,




	 EMBEDDING	 IMPEDANCES:',T48,'HARMONICS OF THE LO' 1373.
1TIZS ,'HARMONIC SIDEBANDS'/T25,'HARM#',T37,'ZER',TSJY, 1374.
*'ZEI'.T71,'ZEMIB I ,T92,'SIDEBAND#',T112,'ZEMBSB'/T26,'DC',T33, 1375.
*1PE10-3,T6I,IPE1.0'.3,T95,I2,TIA3,IPEI Or. 3,T116,1PEIZ.3) 1376.
DO 19 I=I,NHARM 1377.
. K=NHD2—I 1378.
J= I}1 1379.
IZ WRITE(6,19Z)	 I,ZER(I),ZEI(I),ZEMB(I),K,ZEMBSB(J) 1382.
19.6 FORMAT(IX,T26,12,T33.2(1PEIjEr.;3,3 X),T61,2(IPEIS'.3,3X),T95,I2, 1381.









DO 29 I=1,NHARM 1387.
K=NHD2—I 1308.
J=I+I.. 1369.
20 WRITE(6,21.0)	 I,RSLO(I),K,RSSB(i) 1390.
21Z FORMAT(I - ',T35,IZ,T4I,F8.4,T65,I2,T74,F8,4) 1391.
G---WRITE THE HEADING FOR THE. NEXT SECTION OF PRINTOUT 1392.
84
' WRITE(6,22Z) 1393.








C---- 14Z2.C--- PPINT2 WRITES THE RESULTS OF EACH REFLECTION CYCLE OF THE LOOP 14,93.t C --- ITER IN SUBROUTINE LGSIG. 1494.
C--- 14Z5.
C---THE VARIABLE TYPES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 14.06.
COMPLEX*16 RHO(NH),VR(NH),VI(NH),DVR(NH) Id97.
REA0*8 VDCOS(NHPI),VDSIN(NHPI),IDCOS(NHP1),IDSIN(NHPI),ZQMAG(NH) 14n .
REAL*8 ZQPHA(NH),VIDC,VROC,DVRDC,RHODC,AV(NH),BV(NH) 1419.
INTEGER	 ITER,JVLO,NH,NHPI 1412.
C---WRITE THE RESULTS OF THE REFLECTION CYCLE 1411.
WRITE(G,lZgr)	 ITER,JVLO 1412.
190 F0R14AT(////1X,'N0NLINEAR ANALY557 S RESULTS:	 REFLECTION CYCLE #k' 1413.























19Z F0RMA7(//2X,'DC TERMS: 	 VDCOS=',IPE1.Y.3,T35,'IDCOS=',1PEIZ.3, 1436.








C---PRINT3 WRITES THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE 1446.
C---AND CAPACITANCE WHICH ARE USED IN THE SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS. 1446.
C--- 1447.
C----THE VARIABLE TYPES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 1448.




C----TRANSFORM THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS TO MAGNITUDES (HALF AMPLITUDES) 1452.
C---AND PHASES (IN DEGREES) 1453.
DO	 10	 I a 1,NHP1 1454.
GJMAG(I)- CDABS(FG(I)) 1455.
CJMAG(I)-CDASS(FC(I)) 1456.
G,7PHA(I) a DATAN2(DIh:AG(FG(I)),DREAL(FG(I)))*57.29577951DO 1457.
13 CJPHA(I)-DATAN2(DIMAG(FC(I)),DREAL(FC(I)))*57.29577951DZ 1458.
WRITE(6,515) 1459.
59 FORMAT(1H1,'RESULTS OF THE SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS'/) 146Z.
WRITE(6,I.80) 1461.
190 FORMAT(/1X,' 	 FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE	 DIODE', 1462.









	 ( I,CJiIAG(I+1 ),CJPHA(I+1 ), I-I,NH) 1470.
WRITE(6,140) GJMAG(I),CJMAG(1) 1471.
14.7 FORMAT(//2X,'DC TERMS:











C---SUBROUTINE PRINT4 WRITES THE RESULTS OF THE SMALL-SIGNAL 1481.
C---AND NOISE ANALYSIS.
	 THESE	 INCLUDE THE CONVERSION LOSS MATRIX, 1482.
C---THE	 INPUT IMPEDANCE AT EACH SIDEBAND,	 THE	 IF OUTPUT IMPEDANCE, 1483.
C---AND THE EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE TEMPERATURE OF THE MIXER WITH ITS 1484.
C---THERMAL AND SHOT NOISE COMPONENTS. 1485.
C--- 106.









LOSS	 MATRIX	 (DB)'/) 1494.
WRI7E(6,20Z) 1495.







10	 WRITE(6,3ZZ)	 K,(XLMAT(I,J),J-1,NHP1) 1590.
3ZZ FORMAT(9X,14.4X,9FIZ.2 	 ) 1591.
14RITE(6,350)	 XLt)AT(NH02PI,NH02).XLMAT(NHD2PI,NHD2P2) 1502.







LOSS:	 L(Z,-1)	 -',F7.2, 1594.
DB'/) lszs.
WRITE	 (6,392) 15.86.
390 FORMAT(2X,'INPUT	 IMPEDANCES',T25,'4',T35,'3',T46,'2',T55,'1', 15.x7.
*T65,'Z'
	 ,T74.'-I',T84,'-2',T94,'- 3',T10'4,'-4') Isge.
86
4 _




490 FORMAT	 (/3)(,'	 REAL(ZIN): 1 ,3X,9FIZ.2) 1513.
WRITE(5,SZZ)	 (IMZIN(I),I=1,NHP1) 1514.
Sk)Z FORMAT
	 (/3X,'	 IMAG(ZIN): 1 ,3X,9FlZ.2) 1515.
WRITE	 (6,5 5.0')
	 ZIFOUT 1516.
559 FORMAT(//2X,'IF OUTPUT IMPEDANCE:	 ZIFOUT =	 ',58.2 1 '	 + J' 1517.
*F8.2) 1518.
WRITE(6,61M) TM,THERM,SHOT 1519.









C---SUBROUTINE PLOT GRAPHS THE CURRENT THROUGH THE DIODE CONDUCTANCE 1529.
C---(IGO),THE DIODE CAPACITANCE
	
(CJ),THE TOTAL CURRENT THROUGH THE 153.0'.
C---DIODE (IGJ+ICJ), AND THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE
	
INTRINSIC DIODE TER - 1531..
C --- MINALS (Y(1))	 (WHICH DOES NOT	 INCLUDE THE	 DIODE	 SERIES RESISTANCE) 1532.
C---AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME,OVER ONE LOCAL OSCILLATOR CYCLE, 1533.
C--- 1534.





C----DEFINE THE NUMERICS USED	 IN THE GRAPHS 1540.
DATA BLANK,DOT,STAR,C,ZERO/' 1541.
C-----DETERMINE THE GRAPH SCALES 1542.
MAXIGJ=DABS(IGJDAT(1)) 1543.




DO Iff JPT=2,NPTS 1548.
IF(MAXIGJ.LT .DABS(IGJDAT(JPT)))	 MAXIGJ=DABS(IGJDAT(JPT)) 1549.
IF(MAXCJ.LT .DABS(CJDATA(JPT))) MAXCJ = DASS(CJDATA(JPT)) 155A'.
IF(MINCJ.GT .CJDATA(JPT)) MINCJ=CJDATA(JPT) 1551.





C----THE GRAPH HEADINGS 1555.
WR1TE(6, 1.0'18)
	 ITER 1556.
1kTZ FORMAT(1111,IX,'GRAPHS FOR REFLECTION CYCLE 	 NUMBER	 ',14/) 1557.
WRITE(5,11Z) 1558.
110' FORMAT(13X,'IGJ(MA)',5X,'DI00E CONDUCTANCE CURRENT VS TIME 	 FOR', 1559.
1'	 ONE	 LO CYCLE',T67,'	 CJ(PF)',SX,'DIODE	 CAPACITANCE VS', 1562.
2'	 TIME FOR ONE LO CYCLE'/) 1561.
C---THE LOOP FOR THE POINTS TO PLOTTED VERTICALLY DOWN THE PAGE 1562.
C---PREVENT A DIVISION BY Z IF THE CAPACITANCE DOES NOT VARY 1563.
IF(MAXCJ.EQ.MINCJ) MAXCJ=MAXCJ+1.JYDZ 1564.






C.0'POS =ZI*DINT(SZ.A'DZ/( pIAX4J-MINCJ)*(CZ-MINCJ)+DSIGN(Z.51) 	 ,CZ)) 1568.










IF(CJPOS.LT .1) CJPOS=1 1576.
IF(CJPOS.GT .49)	 CJPOS=49 1577.
C---CLEAR THE HORIZONTAL LINE 1578.
DO	 1	 YPT=1,59 1579.
YCPOS(YPT)=BLANK 1589.
1	 YGPOS(YPT)=BLANK 1581.
C---SET THE GRAPH'S Y AXIS 1582.
YGPOS(I) = DOT 1583.
YCPOS(CZPOS)=DOT 1584.




	 'CZ' ON THE Y AXIS OF THE CAPACITANCE GRAPH I588.



















CURRENT VS TIME	 FOR ONE LO', 1693.
I'	 CYCLE',T67,'
	 VD(VOLTS)',8X,'	 DIODE VOLTAGE VS TIME 	 FOR', 1694.
2'	 ONE	 LO CYCLE'/) 1695.
C---THE DO LOOP FOR THE POINTS TO BE PLOTTED VERTICALLY DOWN THE PAGE 1596.
DO 4 JPT=I,NPTS 1697.
IDPOS=25+DINT(25.9D9/MAXID*IDDATA(JPT)+DSIGN(.9'.BD9,IDDATA(JPT))) 1698.
VDPOS = 25+DINT(25.9DZ/MAXVD*VDDATA(JPT)+DSIGN(9.5D9,VDDATA(JPT))) 1699.
C---SET THE GRAPH LIMITS 1612.




IF(VDPOS.GT.59) VDPOS = 69 1614.






C----SET THE	 Y AXIS 162.0'.
YIDPOS( ,25)=DOT 1621.
YVDPOS(25) =DOT 1622.













































C---VARIABLES ARE INITIALIZED AS FOLLOWS:















































































DATA ZElIBSB(3),ZRVIBSB(4)/(64.48DZ, 99.15DZ), (48.ZDZ, 18.74DZ)/ 1686.






C --- COMMONMG/VARIABLES: 1693.
DATA VDINIT,ACC,NDIM/Z.ZDZ,1.ZD-6,1/ 1694.
C---COMMON/TLINE/VARIABLES: 1695.
DATA ZH,ZQACC/290.JgDZ,Z.HIDZ / 1696.
C---COMMON/VOLTS/VARIABLES: 1697.
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ANALYSIS OF A	 15.00 GI-2 MICROWAVE MIXER
---------------^----------..-----_"`----' ----------
} IDFUT DATA
CIODE PARAMETERS:	 ALP PHI	 GAM RS CO IS RSKIN40.000 1.100	 C.500 5.000 2.0000-I3 5.000D-09 4.7420-OE
CFERATING FREQUENCIES AKD TEMPEFATURE: FP IF TEO
I.SCOD+10 1.5000+O9 256.000





	 VLC VLOINC	 IOCACC -
2.500000 0.500000	 C.C20000
CRKGS VARIABLE=	 PRMT(1) PRMT(2)
	 PRMT(3) PRMT(41 Y(11 DERY(I) NI1IM(LOW LIM) (UP LIM)	 (IhCR) (ACC) (VD) (.DV/OT) (NEOS)0.0 0.1c31S971	 0.12219971 1.0600-06 0.0 1.000 I
LCOF LIMITS:	 NITER hLC	 NVI.O
	 NPIS NHARM hPRZNT
500 I	 50	 5! 8 100i:.
CONVERGENCE PARAMETERS: 2O	 ZQACC
260.00	 I.00OD--02
EN8600ING IMPEDANCES: HARMO=NICS OF THE LO HARMONIC SIDEBANDS
HARM# ZER	 ZEI zEMB SIDEEAN13M ZEMB5BS DC 2.0 GOD+02 2.0000+02 4 S.91ED+01 2.3240+021 4.800D+C!
	 1.874D+01 2.0000+02 0.0 3 2.5C2D+01 1i666D+022 8.4480+01	 9.915D+0! 7.030D+n1 9.91513+01 2 6.4AED+01 9.915D+013 2".902D+01
	 I.E680+02 3._03D+01 1.6660+02 1 4.8400+01 1.8740+014 E.9IBD+01	 2.2240+132 6.534D+01 2.3240+02 0 5.0000+O1 0.05 4.3!IOD+0I	 22.S920+02 4.SBDD+01 2.9920+02
-1 4.8ccC+01 -2.8770+016 8.931D+01
	 2.E7E0+02 7.473D+D1 3.67ED+02 --2 6.4480+0I -909150+017 8.1450+01	 4.:850+02 6.799D+01 4.385D+02
-3 22.9c2o+Oi -1.666D+02
E E.1490+OI	 5.1140+02 8.813D+01 5.1140+02
-4 5.9180+01 -2.324D+02
CIODE SERIES RESISTANCES: HARMONICS OF TFE
	 LO HARMONIC SIDEBANDS
NARMB	 RS(F) SICEBANDAF RS(F)
CC	 5.000(l 4 6.1763
1	 S.5EC5 3 6.0229
2	 5.8221E 2 5.8419
E.008 2 1 5.6093
4	 6.1E15 0 5.1837
5	 C.2SSC -1 5.5511
6	 8.4i3C -2 5.80 p8
q^ 7	 6.527C -3 5..9893
r{ . 8	 6.G--c -4 6.1473
RESULTS OF THE VLC ADJLSTNENTS
VALUES OF THE DC CURRENT AND LO VCLTAGE FOR CYCLE 7 OF 7HE LCCP FOR ADJUSTING VLO TC GIVE 0.002000 AMPS ARE:
IDCOSCI7 -^.F62145	 VLO BEFORE ACJUSIMENT: 2.5000C
VLO AFTER ADJLSTHENT: 2.00000
VALUES OF THE OCCURRENT AND LO VOLTAGE FOR CYCLE 2 OF THE LCCP FOR ADJUSTING VLO t0 GIVE 0.002000 AMPS ARE:
IOCCSCII =q .001749	 VLO BEFORE AC^U$7NENT: 2.00900
VLO AFTER ADJLSTHENT: 2.25000
VALUES OF THE DC CURRENT AND LO VOLTAGE FOR CYCLE 3 OF 71 1E LCCP FOR ADJUSTING VLO TC GIVE 4.002000 AMPS ARE:
locos( 13 =1 .001545
	 VLO BEFORE ACJUS7I+ENT: * .25000
VLO AFTER ADJLSTNENT: *`.37500
1,ALUES OF THE DC CURRENT AND LO VOLTAGE FOR CYCLE 4 OF THE LCCP FOR ADJUSTING VLO TO GIVE 0.002000 AMPS ARE.
70[05(1.)=n.P02044
	
	 VLO BEFCRE ACJUSTNENT: 1.37500
VLO AFTER ADJL571JENT: 2.31250
VALUES OF THE OC CURRENT AND LO VOLTAGE FORCYCLE 5 OF THE LCCP FOR ADJUSTING VLO TC GIVE 0.002000 AMPS ARE:
7DCD5C11 =9.001994
	
	 VLO BEFORE AC.IUS7NENT: 2.31250
VLO AFTER ADJLSTHENT: 2.31250
NCNLINEAR ANALYSIS RESULTS: REFLECTICN CYCLE A 15 IN VLO ADJLSTHENT LCOP NUAEER 5
AVCII1EV ( I1	 i	 1 .156D +C0 0.0 2 -3.7870-02 -5.629D-02
5	 2.377C-03 -2.35OD-C3 E 1.aV40-03 -1.1550-03
5F	 1	 -9.3230-01 -4.1060-01 2 1.196D-01 3.07CO-03
5	 3.6120-03 -,.446D-23 E 2.3310-1)2 -9.668D-04
LVR	 I *
	I.638C-07 -2 . 7°713-C7







ICCCS.IDSIN 1	 I.D44C-02 -2.0E:D-C3
5 -6.1800-0E -1.8580-CS
	
!CMAG.ZCPHA 1	 2.197E-01	 -72.
	



































LC TERI •S: VDCOS=-8.844C-03
	 I00O5= 1.59 10-C3	 VRDC=-2.03ED-OL 	 DVRDC=-1.4990-07
2CFLAG- 0





CRAFHS FOR REFLECTION CYCLE NUMEER
	 19
IGJ(NA1


















































































































GRAPHS FOR REFLECTION CYCLE NUMEER
	 19














































































-0.560 * r1.574 k	
-i]n553 * •3.007 .	 #	
-0.534 #4.39E #	
-0.505




-0.294 * r10.051 *	 -0.22510.797 •	 *	 -0.151 * r11.385 *	
-0.075 #11.618 .	 +	 0.00312.101 #	 0.079 #12.228 •	 #	 0.155 s12.179 .	 *	 0.227 •11.940
I;







RESULTS OF THE SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS
FCURIER COEFFICIENTS OF Ti-E CIODE COhOUCTANCE AND CAPACI7ANCE WAVEFORMS
C-JHAG.GJPHA
	
1	 7.1381}='02	 -38. 2 5.07CD-02 -72. 3 2.8530-02
-95• 4	 Eloo-02
	 -93r5	 1.35'7D-C2	 -86. 6 1.135D-02 -52. 7 8.810D-03
-93. 8	 7.359D-03	 -92.rJ
CJMAG.CJPHA	 I	 2.146D-14	 -60• 2.448D-15 5. 3 1.9200-15 -12. 4	 7.7720-16
	 -17.5	 4.888D-16	 -_. 6 :!.504D-16 -8. 7 2.3300-16 -10. 8	 1.683D-I6	 - 8.
CC TERNS:	 GJNAG =	 7r476C-02	 CJMAG =	 E.CE2D-13
CCNLERSION LOSS MATRIX (D8I
4 2 1 0 -d -2 -3 -4
4	 0.0	 3E n 24 36.71 32.35 32.05 36.30 44.04 59.41 67.43
3	 39.37	 0.0 2E.E5 32.77 34.12 37.00 47.1! 61.69 66.77
2	 36.72	 .'.0.33 O.0 14.07 27.47 28.41 $6.23 63.34 53.21
I	 35.10	 20.77 IS.El 0.0 5.87 27.91 27.28 37.L4 42.7L'
0	 34.5E	 37.94 22.4 6.51 0.0 5.95 22.42 36.88 34.21
-1	 42.58	 27.44 27.!4 28.72 Z.47 0.0 14.60 30.25 34.2E
-2	 52.42	 SS.71 36.17 28.03 27.37 13.0I 0.0 29.34 35.6E
-3	 66.72
	 68.22 48.13 37.20 33.84 32.43 27.55 0.0 38.75
-4	 67.34	 ES•91 44.72 36.34 31.90 31.70 35.6= 37.55 0.0
tPPER SIDESAND CCNVERSIDA LCSS:	 L(0.1) - C.5I DS
LCWEF SIIDESANF C.CNVERSICA LCSS: 	 L(O.-1) _ °.95 DS
INPUT IMPEDARCES	 4	 3 2 1 0 -1
-2 -3 -4
REALdZINI:	 9.14	 E.01 10.1E 19.35 94.14 23.38 10.97 8.10 9.26
IUA13(zrN):
	
-5.57	 --12.52 -20.!_ -38.84 -18.36 44.2I 22.60 14.43 9.95
IF OUTPUT IMPEDANCE:	 ZIFOUT =
	
94.14 4 J -18.36









A 11.1.: Alterations to the program in Appendix I for studying the effects of series
inductance on the performance of the simple mixer circuit of Fig. 9 using a con-
ventional Schottky--barrier diode. To represent the circuit of Fig. 8 replace
line 622 with DATA ZR/50.ODO, 7*0„ OYDO , and substitute DATA Z0, ZQACC/
50.ODO, 0.01DO/ for line 1696. For the Schottky diode whose junction capaci-
tance is independent of voltage set GAM to zero in line 1.674.
C	 LS: THE DIODE SERIES INDUCTANCE WHICH WHEN COMBINED WITH ZR AND 19.0'.1
C	 ZI PRODUCES THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCES ZER AND ZEI. 19.9.2
C	 LSDAT: ARRAY HOLDING THE VALUES OF LS FOR A COMPLETE RUN OF THE 190.3
C	 PROGRAM. 199.4
C	 NRUN: COUNTS THE NUMBER OF COMPLETE RUNS OF THE PROGRAM. 209.1
C	 RESULT: ARRAY FOR S'T'ORING RESULTS OF C014PLETE RUNS OF THE PROGRAM. 221.1
C	 ZI:	 IMAGINARY PART OF THE IMPEDANCE OF THE DIODE MOUNT WHICH WHEN 283.1
C	 ,OMBINED WITH LS PRODUCES THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCE ZEI. 283.2
C	 ZR: MEAL PART OF THE IMPEDANCE OF THE DIODE MOUNT WHICH WHEN 294.1
C	 COMBINED WITH LS PRODUCES THE EMB E DDING IMPEDANCE ZER. 294.2
C---THE MAIN DRIVER PROGRAM 351.191
C--- 351.92




















C---THE VALUES OF LS FOR THE VARIOUS PROGRAM RUNS 351.22
DATA 351.23
*4.D1D-11,4.5 p ^11,5.1dD-11,5.5D-il,6.AD-11,6.5D-11,7.AD-II,7.5 p -11 351.24
Y°,B.IdD-11,$.5D-11 , 9.I^D	 11,9.5D - 11,16r.k1D-11,11o . 5D-11,11.1^D
	
11, 351.25
X 12.AD - 11,13.f1D - 1I,14.kID-I1 , 15.19D-11,IS.AD-I1,17.91D-i1 , 18.6^D-il, 351.26
'X 19.ZD-11,2Z.ZD -11,21. .D!D-11,22.ZD-11,23.ZD-11 , 24.ZD - 11:25.OD-I1/ 351.27
NRUN =Z 351.28
C---RUN THE PROGRAM AS MANY TIMES AS THERE 	 IS DATA 351.29
DO	 19	 I=1,35 351.3




C---INCREMENT THE VARIABLE WHICH COUNTS THE NUMBER OF RUNS 355.91
NRUN=NRUN+1 355.H2
C---STORE THE RESULTS OF EACH RUN IN AN ARRAY 355.23
RESULT(NRUN,1)=C2r 355.24
RESULT( NRUN,2 )= RS 355..05
RESULT(NRUN,3)=IS 355.06
RESULT( NRUN,4 ) = FP 355.07















RESULT (NRUN,19) =TM 355.22
RESULT(NRUN,29)=SHOT 355.23
19 CONTINUE 355.24
C-	 WRITE THE RESULTS OF ALL THE RUNS 355.25
WRITE(6, 15.0') 355.26
ISO FORMAT(IHI,IX,'RESULTS OF THE RUNS ON THIS PRINTOUT'!/59X,'DATA'1 355.27
1/T6,'CZ',TI6,'RS',T27,'IS',T38,'FP',T49,'IF',TB9,'ALP',T79,'PHI', 365.28
2T81,'GA14',T91,'IDBIAS',T1.0'2,'VDBIAS',T114,'TEQ',T126,'Z9') 355.29
tJRITE( 6,189)(RESULT ( I,J),J=1,12) 355.3




2' SHOT' , TIZ9, ' THERPI') 355.35
DO 20 1=1,NRUN 355.36
THEV011ESULT(1.1 13)-RESULT(1,29) 355.37








	 ZEAIBED ( ZER,ZEI,ZEPIBDC , ZEfIBSB,LS,RS , RSLO , RSSB , RSKIN,FP,IF 437.
1 , I DL:, IAS, ]ZSSB ,P.SLO, LS , I'JH, NFIP I , NHD2) 487.
SUBROUTINE ZEIIRED(ZER,ZEI,ZEMBDC,7_EMBSB,LS,RS,RSLO,RSSB,RSKIN, 6,9,9.
REAL*UZER(N[l),ZEI(NIl),ZEMBDC,LS,RS,RSKIN,FP,IF,PI,ZR(8),ZI(8) 618.
C---THE	 IMPEDANCES OF THE DIODE MOUNT ARE GIVEN: 621.
DATA if:/59.9D9,7^1999.9D9/ 622.
DATA Z11^0*9.9091 ' 623.
C---FORN THE EMBEDDING IMPEDANCES AT EACH HARMONIC OF THE LO 623.1
DO	 19	 I = 1,NH 623.2
ZER(I)=ZR(I) 623.3
IZ ZEI(I) =ZI(I)+2.9DF.f*PI^"FP*DFLOAT(I)*LS 623.4
C---FORM TEE SIDERAND IMPEDANCES (SIDEBAND
	
I	 = ELEMENT NH/2 + 1	 -	 1) 623.5
DO	 3F7	 1 = 1,NHP1 623.6
K=NHD2P1-I 623.7
IF(K.E0.9) GOTO 29 623.8
ZE,^IBS6 (I) = DCPIPLX(ZR(IAGS( K)),DSIGN ( ZI(IABS (K)),DFLOAT( K))+ 623.9
1LS*2.9D9 WPI*(DFLOAT(K)*FP+IF)) 624.
GOTO 39 624.1




IVDCIAS,IUBIAS, RSSB ,RSLO, LS,NHARM , NHPI,NHD2) 1395.
REAL*8 ZER(NHARM),ZEI(NHARM),RSSB(NHPI),RSLO(NHARM),LS 1329.




	 INPUT	 DATA:',T59,'LS'/T46,1PEI8.3) 1371.2
!7r TA VL01NC,1D CAC C/9,I DO, 0. H2D0 1669.
0.'J- A	 T J-'Q/295.1rDF1/ 1672.




C*** DELETE	 LILIES	 16183 TO	 1692 SINCE THE	 VIBEDDING	 IMPEDANCES ARE 1683.
C'ti "l *	 FORMED	 IN	 SUBROUTINE	 ZEWBED. 1684.
DATA
	 NIL, PILO, NPTS,PIVLO, NITER, NPRINT/8, 1, 51, 59, SOS, ISO/ 1692.
DATA VDINI F,ACC,NDIPl/sj.1DZ, 1.9D- 6, 1/ 1694.
VA TA Z;I.7.QACC/2VJ.CrDJJ.AXIDO/ 1696.
[)/.T'A	 VI1BLAS,IDBIAS/kF.4VZ,9.992DO 1698.




A II.2,e Alterations to the program in Appendix I for studying the effects of the series
inductance on the performance of the simple mixer circuits of Figs. 8 and 9,using
a Matt diode with the C-V relation given in Fig. 11. Only changes which are
additional to those in All. I are listed.
C	 B: THE Y	 INTERCEPTS OF'THE C-V PILCEWISE LINEAR APPROXIMATION 117.1
C	 USLD FOR THE MOTT DIODE EXAMPLES. 117.2
C	 C: THE CAPACITANCE AT VOLTAGE Y(1) FOR THE MOTT DIODE. 121.1
C	 C(VD): FUNCTION WHICH RETURNS A VALUE OF CAPACITANCE FOR A GIVEN 392.1
C	 VOLTAGE AT THE TERMINALS OF THE MOTT DIODE. 302.2
REAL* 9 	X,Y(1),DLRY(1),V,C 864.
CJ^2. ^^D.4T'r PI Y FP	 C(DI')INI (V(1 },A.9990A('HI)) 884.
[ZEAL	 FUNCTION C*0(VD) 898.01
C--- 898.02
C---C(VD)
	 IS	 USED FOP. THE NOTT DIODE
	 E)(AMPLES ONLY. 898..413
C--
	 FUNCTION ROUTINE RETURNS THE PROPER VALUE OF CAPACITANCE FOR 898.,474
C---A GIVEN VALUE OF T14E DIODE VOLTAGE AS CALCULATED 	 IN DRKGS. 898.05
C---IT USES DFkiA FOR THE SLOPE AND C INTERCEPT OF THEPIECEWISE 898.06
C---LINEAR APPROXIMATION TO THE C-V CURVE OF THE MOTT DIODE. THE DOPING 898.07
C---PROFILE OF THE MOTTDIODE WAS KINDLY SUPPLIED EV M.V.SCHNEIDER, 898.478
C---BELL	 LAO ORATORY, HOLNDEL,N.J. 898.29
C---- 890.1
C---THE VARIABLE TYPES USED
	 IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: 898.11
REAL*8	 N(17),B(I7),VLIM(18),VD 898.12
C---THE SLOPE AND INTERCEPT DATA 898.13
DATA




1,11.8D-I5,11.742D-15,1FJ . 84ID-- 15,9.626D-15 , 9.O36D-15,5 . 9I7D - I5 898.18
2,2.13D-15,-8.56D--15,-36.32D-15,-I.UZ.72D-15,-3442.372D-15/ 898.19
C---THE VOLTAGE LIMITS ON THE REGIONS OF CAPACITANCE VARIATION 898.2
DATA 898.21
1 , .47DZ, .52DZ, .58DH, . E: 4DZ, . 68D0, .76DZ, . 800, .84DZ, .8991 DD'/ 898.22
I=1 898.23
IF(VD.LT .VLIM{1})	 GOTO	 15 898.24
IF(VD.EQ.VL1v1(1))	 GOTO	 10 898.25
IF(VD,GT.VLIM(18))
	 GOTO 20 898.26
C---FIND THE REGION IN WHICH THE VOLTAGE FROM DRKGS FALLS AND CALL, C 898.27





15 WRITE(6, IZ,9)	 VD,VLIM( 1 } 898.33
1O9 FORMAT(////1X,'UNDERFLOW:
	 VD	 =',F8,4,'	 IS LESS THAN	 ',F7.4//) 898.34
GOTO 25 898.35
2.U' WRITE(6,20Z) 	 VD,VLIM( 18) 898.36
270 FORt4AT(////1X,'OVERFLOW:







A 11.3: Alterations to the program in Appendix I for studying the performance of the
Schottky diode mixers when the zero voltage junction capacitance CO is varied.
One value of series inductance is used for each run. Only changes which are


















C CZDAT: ARRAY HOLDING THE VALUES OF CZ FOR EACH RUN OF THE ENTIRE
C	 ANALYSIS.
REAL*8 CODAT(2Z),LS,RESULT(29,29). LOPWR,SHOT,THERM,TM,XLMAT{9,9}
C---THE VALUES OF CZ FOR THE VARIOUS PROGRAM RUNS
DATA CODAT/ 1.Ab-15„2.&13-I5„3.ATE]-15,4 . 0D-IS,S.AU - 15,6.AED-15,
't 7.IJ0-15,8.kID-15,9..90-15, 12x .00-15, 11 XD-15, I2.HD-15, 13.A'D-15,
'^14.k)D-15, 15. .BD-i5, 16..80 - 15, 17 . A'D-I5, 18.A0-15, 19.A'D-15,
DATA LS/.00-9/
DO 10 I=1,2.8
C---SET C.8 TO ITS VALUE FOR THIS RUN








Results of Program Runs to Study the Effects of Series Inductance and
Junction Capacitance on the Performance of Some Simple
Mixer Circuits Described in Section 4
8
': s•	
This appendix contains graphs of the equivalent input noise temperature, upper
s
sideband conversion boss and IF output impedance as a function of series inductance LS
and junction capacitance CO.
The mixer analysis program, with the modifications in Appendix II, was used
for each of three diodes in the mixer circuits of Figs. 8 (short circuited harmonics)
and 9 (open circuited harmonics). The diodes were forward biased at 0.4 V in all
cases, and the LO power adjusted to give a rectified do current of 2.O mA. The
signal, LO, and intermediate frequencies were 119 GHz, 115 GHz, , and 4 GHz re-
spectively.
1.02
A III. 1: Mixer performance data plotted as a function of series inductance for three
different diodes in the simple mixer circuits of (a) Fig. 8 and (b) Fig. 9. In
all cases the diodes were forward biased at 0. 4, and the LO level adjusted to
give a rectified current of 2.0 m.A. The signal, LO and intermediate frequencies
were 119 GHz, 115 GHz and 4 GHz respectively.
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(a)
	 (b)
s/c harmonics	 o/c harmonics
i	 CO = 11.8 t7rd.
+ = Schottky diode with varying capacitanee^ (GAM=O.5)
0 = Schottky diode with constant capacitance (GAM=O)
x = Mott diode with a realistic C-V variation
a
0
A III.2 Mixer performance data plotted as a function of zero voltage junction capaci-
tance for a conventional Ga As Schottky diode (GAM = . 5) and a Ga As Schottky
diode with no capacitance variation (GAM=O) in the mixer circuits of (a) .Fig. 8
and (b) rig. 9. The diodes were :forward biased to 0.4 V and the LO level ad-
justed to give a rectified current of 2.0 mA. The signal, LO and intermediate
frequenclos were 119 G1-1z, 115 GRz and 4 GHz respectively. Grapbs appear for
nine different values of series inductance LS.
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LS = 0.04 nH.
+ = varying capacitance (GAM=O.5)
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LS = 0.06 nHa
f = varying capacitance (GAM=0.5)
0 = constant capacitance (GAM=O)
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LS = 0.08 nH.
+ = varying capacitance (GAM=0,5)
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L = 0.10 nH.
	
9
+ = varying capacitance (GAM=0.5)
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LS = 0.12 nH.
+ = varying capacitance (GAM=O.S)
0 = constant capacitance (GAM=O)
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LS = 0.14 nH.
+ = varying capacitance (GAM-0.5)
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s/c harmonics	 o/c harmonics
L5 = 0.16 nH.
+ = varying capacitance ( GAM=0 , 5 )
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s/c harmonics	 o/c harmonics
u
LS	 0 2 Yr
+ - varying capacitance (GAM=0.5)
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